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The Consulate General of Sweden in İstanbul
The İstanbul Consulate of Turkish -Sweden Cooperation Section was founded by the Swedish Government in 2001.The section's mission is to
support the reform processes of Turkey aimed at gaining full membership in the European Union.
Web address: http://www.swedenabroad.com/tr-TR/Embassies/Istanbul/
Foundation for the Advancement of Counseling in Education (YÖRET)(Yüksek Öğrenimde Rehberliği Tanıtma ve Rehber Yetiştirme Vakfı YÖRET)
Foundation for the Advancement of Counseling in Education ((Yüksek Öğrenimde Rehberliği Tanıtma ve Rehber Yetiştirme Vakfı - YÖRET)
was founded in 1972, with the aim of introducing an d spreading the profession of guidance and counseling. In the first years after its
foundation, YÖRET served for the printing of the first "Universities Guide", provided a guidance example by preparing an orie ntation
program for the freshmen in İstanbul University, and trained professionals. In 1993, YÖRET led 25 NGOs into founding the Council for
Children's Rights and served as the leader of that council. Moreover, YÖRET played a crucial role in the conversion of the co uncil into first a
coalition, then a platform, through working with related NGOs for increasing public awareness about children's rights; it continues to
cooperate with several platforms through the same goal. For over 20 years, YÖRET has done projects with the guidance counselo rs, who are
leading actors in implementing children's rights and increasing the society's quality of life, and has repeatedly run training and advocacy
work.
Web address: http://www.yoret.org/
Istanbul Bilgi University Child Studies Unit (ÇOÇA)
Istanbul Bilgi University Child Studies Unit, founded in 2007, works in the training, research and advocacy fields aiming at the realization of
children’s rights. With the active participation of the children, ÇOÇA endeavors to contribute to t he policies developed concerning children in
Turkey. The main stakeholders of ÇOÇA are children aged between 0 -18, people and organizations working for and around the children and
those who contribute to the development of child policies.
Web address: http://www.cocukcalismalari.org/
International Children’s Center (ICC)
The International Children's Center (ICC) was jointly established by the Government of France and UNICEF in 1949 in Paris in order to train
and to support pediatricians from developing countries and to facilitate discussions on priority issues in child health. Even though, it was a
popular center, fifty years later it was closed due to financial difficulties. With the support of Turkish Government, severa l UN agencies and
Prof. Dr. İhsan Doğramacı the Center re -opened in 1999 on the premises of Bilkent University in Ankara , Turkey. ICC is a non-governmental
organization set up to promote the physical, mental and social well -being of children of all ages in the context of the family and the
community. The mandate of ICC is to be a catalyst, a pioneer in health promotion, in operational research and in national capacity building. It
is also a multi-disciplinary think-tank that includes medical and social sciences and a training center. ICC uses innovative means and
strategies to fulfill its mandate. The Center is a global advocate for human rights, the rights of women and children, and reproductive rights.
ICC works and cooperates with governments and UN agencies, particularly the World Health Organization, UNICEF, UNFPA and ILO. In
addition, ICC cooperates with professional s ocieties, International Pediatric Association (IPA) and the International Federation of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists (FIGO), International Confederation of Midwives and International Migration Office (IMO). The breadth and
flexibility of the ICC mandate makes the Center an effective and energetic body that triggers health action across different countries and
regions.
ICC has close ties with its host institution, Bilkent University, a non -profit private institution of higher education established in 1984 . The
Bilkent Library, one of the best stocked current collections in Turkey, makes its resources available to ICC members in Ankar a. Hacettepe
University has agreed that time spent at ICC by Hacettepe teaching staff will be taken as time spent at the Univ ersity, thus permitting the
Center to benefit from the expertise of its academics. ICC has also signed agreements with Osman Gazi University in Eskisehir and Kocaeli
University in Izmit
Web address: http://www.icc.org.tr/
Agenda Child Association (Gündem Çocuk Derneği)
Agenda Chid Assciation(Gündem Çocuk Derneği) is an NGO which persistently defends for a total transformation, to make sure every child
has a peaceful, good and happy life as rightful, equal, free and honorable individuals.
It was founded by professionals from diverse professions like child development experts, social workers, sociologists, psychologists , lawyers,
educators, architects, academicians and publicists, who has been working directly or indirectly with children for years . The association,
founded in 2005 with a common perception of children and the motto "A better world for children is possible", continues worki ng through
five basic programs: Societal perception change, children's involvement, networking, case follow -up and advocacy. The association runs its
work from the Center for Children's Rights, a center it opened in Ankara in 2011.
Web address: http://www.gundemcocuk.org/
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INTRODUCTION – PURPOSE OF THE SYMPOSIUM
This report is based on on the presentations and reports of working groups of the Symposium on
Children’s Rights Making the Child Rights a Reality: Ombudsman for Children which was organized
by the Foundation for the Advancement of Counseling in Education (Yüksek Öğrenimde Rehberliği
Tanıtma ve Rehber Yetiştirme Vakfı-YÖRET) on 17-18 November 2015.
The symposium was organized by YÖRET, which has pioneered in the children’s rights movement in
Turkey through its many projects; with the sponsorship of the Swedish Consulate General and with
the contributions and support of the Istanbul Bilgi University’s Child Studies Unit (ÇOÇA) which
works on child rights and child participation. The International Children’s Center (ICC) and the
Children’s Agenda Association also contributed to the organization of the Symposium.
The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), adopted by the United Nations on 20 November
1989, is the most complete document ever made on children’s rights and is also the first document
giving an international legal power to the rights.. The Convention is intended to protect children’s
rights and requires the states parties to respect the rights set forth in the Convention.
Ratified by 194 countries, the Convention is the most widely adopted international human rights
treaty in history. Turkey signed the Convention on 14 September 1990 and ratified it in 1995, hence
become member State.
November 20th, when the Convention was passed at the UN, has been celebrated as the
International Day of Children’s Rights across the world. As Sweden and Turkey are celebrating the
25th and 24th anniversary of signing the Convention, respectively, this Symposium is intended to
celebrate the International Day of Children’s Rights on 20 November 2014 and also focus on the
importance of and further improve The Office of Ombudsman in protecting children’s rights.
Since Ombudsman is a relatively new public institution in Turkey, responsible for supervising the
government’s procedures and actions but lacking legal authority to make binding decisions, we it is
aimed, through this Symposium, to underline the importance of Ombudsman’s contribution to the
strengthening of children’s rights in light of Sweden’s experiences in this area. Please find a detailed
article in the next page, discussing the benefits of Ombudsman and laying the foundation for the
Symposium conclusion report.
Throughout the Symposium, the following specific goals were particularly discussed in 5 different
sessions and during the ensuing working groups held:
 To share information on the developments in the area of children’s rights , after Child Rights
Convention was ratified, in both Sweden and Turkey,
 To highlight the importance and clarify the tasks of The Ombudsman for Children,
 To examine the related models and practices adopted in Sweden, Turkey and Europe and
support the efforts being made to increase awareness about children’s rights in local
governments,
 To contribute to the improvement of collaboration among the government, NGOs and civil
society for strengthening and protecting children’s rights,
 To encourage all public and private organizations to advocate and protect children’s rights ,
5
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 To ensure that the media provides more support for children’s rights with the help of the
Symposium presentations and working groups, and
 To underline the importance of the fact that children’s rights can be realized FOR THE
CHILDREN and WITH THE CHILDREN.

What is an Ombudsman?
The Ombudsman can be described briefly as an independent public organization responsible for
supervising the government’s procedures and actions but lacking legal authority to make binding
decisions. Established in Sweden in 1713, Ombudsman became a constitutional body after it was
the Swedish Constitution in 1809. Ombudsman symbolizes one or more individuals delegated by
the parliament to hear out complaints from the public and resolve them. In Turkey, Ombudsman is
referred to a public advocate, intermediary mediator, public arbitrator, civil rights defender or a
parliamentary commissioner.
The increase in the volume and spread of public services gave rise to injustice and mistakes in the
way these services are administrated. Bureaucracy and neglect, or intentional or delinquent
applications, considerably escalated disputes between the public and governments.
Governments established control mechanisms to supervise public bodies, but those mechanisms
have frequently failed to find fair solutions to maladministration complaints from the public, giving
rise to questions about their functionality and to the need for developing alternative and more
efficient dispute-resolution mechanisms. Thus, apart from these opportunities the Ombudsman
system became a new control opportunity combining and completi ng thus more functional. Control
mechanism. In a country governed by the rule of law, Ombudsman should be considered an
organization not replacing administrative courts, but supporting them and helping them function
more effectively by decreasing their load.
The Ombudsman mechanism which was formed in an effort to particularly protect the interests of
the public against governments’ lawful but unfair actions , practices and negligence, has been
increasingly adopted across the world. In addition to offering a simple, quick and low-cost
application procedure and handling complaints and disputes from a human rights perspective
without being affected by bureaucracy or other external similar factors, Ombudsman has become
one of the most favored control mechanisms in the world.
Today, national, regional, city, municipal and sectorial Ombudsman offices are serving in more than
90 countries, though their tasks and powers vary from one country to another depending on their
respective needs. An Ombudsman’s Office is established in The Europian Union too.
Ombudsman has also a close link to human rights-related structures adopted and set out in
international conventions. In its Paris Principles, the United Nations set out the structural criteria
that national governments must meet to reach a certain level of efficiency (see Annex I). The Paris
Principles are very important as they serve as a benchmark for how national human rights
organizations should be structured.
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Tasks and Powers of Ombudsman
Although the tools and authority used by an Ombudsman against a national government varies
from one country to another; they are generally limited to providing advice, arbitration and
prescription (Büyükavcı, M. [2008] Ombudsman as an Agency, Ankara Bar Association Journal, 66
(4), 10-13). In principle, an Ombudsman is appointed by a parliament, but is independent of both
the parliament and the national government. As an independent state agency, the Ombudsman
investigates and addresses violations of human rights by national governments, either ex officio or
upon a complaint, and is generally vested with extensive powers, such as detecting and
investigating unfair practices by national governments, preventing abuse of discretionary powers by
public officials, ensuring compliance with laws and recommending non legally-binding equity
practices, measures and structural reforms intended to improve public services.
One of the essential characteristics of an Ombudsman is its status. The Ombudsman, who generally
has an independent status, is given the power to act independently of the national government and
other similar administrations as this is relevant to the methods used to elect and discharge the
Ombudsman as well as to the Ombudsman’s budget and personnel. The Ombudsman’s
legal/constitutional independence from the other organs of the state provides the Ombudsman
with a working environment free of political pressures or expectations of any nature and with the
freedom to discover the truth, without self-restriction or fear of any political body or consequences
of any kind.
Ombudsmen, working in countries where they are considered to be defenders of rights and
freedoms, do not normally limit their work to complaints of maladministration. They also carry out
systematic surveys to explore the reasons behind injustice and maladministration and are thereby
able to make recommendations towards improving current administration
Disclosing acts of maladministration, violations of rights and freedoms and making the public aware
of maladministration renders the post of Ombudsman very effective. This is particularly important
since the core function of an Ombudsman is to detect what is wrong and what needs to be
improved in the relationships between the state and citizens , report to the parliament and disclose
to the public any failure of the administration to remedy its unfair acts against citizens.
The effectiveness of the post of Ombudsman relies mainly upon public awareness of the post. This
generally requires the support of the media as it would otherwise not be easy for the Ombudsman
to call the attention of the public to unfair practices of governments or to carry out its task of
supervision with public participation. Also, the Ombudsman would not be able to use its unique
tool of sanction, i.e. “disclosure of acts of maladministration to the public”, hence losing its
supervisory effectiveness.
An Ombudsman should have a well-designed organization (ensuring easy access in particular) and
do its best to carry the tasks at hand. Both the government and the parliament should evaluate any
recommendation made by the Ombudsman. The Ombudsman’s success relies on its well-designed
organization; the necessary attention that both the parliament and the government give to the
ombudsman’s recommmendations, and the personal effort of the ombudsman.
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Public Audit Agency as Ombudsman in Turkey
Starting in the 1990’s, the post of Ombudsman which exists in various organizational forms in many
countries today to supervise administrations was also discussed extensively in Turkey to find out
whether it is one of the more efficient tools to better supervise administrations. Finally, an
Ombudsman Office was established in Turkey in 2010 following a referendum.
The Ombudsman Office was established as an independent and neutral public organization and is
responsible for hearing out, examining and addressing all complaints referred by individuals and
legal entities against the acts, practices and procedures of the administrationfrom the human
rights perspective, and also recommend to the administration any corrective action needed in
accordance with Law No. 5548. The Chief Ombudsman and 5 auditors of the Ombudsman Office are
all appointed by the Turkish Grand National Assembly to hold office for 5 years. An individual or
legal entitity, whose rights are violated by the administration, has the right to file a complaint with
the Ombudsman against the related acts, practices or procedures of the administration. If the
complaint is linked directly to a violation of human rights, fundamental human rights and freedoms,
women’s rights, a child’s rights to issues concerning the public in general, Ombudsman does not
inquire if a personal interest has been violated.
During the process of establishing the existing Ombudsman Office in Turkey in 2011, some of the
NGOs stressed the special need and demand to appoint an ombudsman for children to deal
specifically with the rights of children. However, the responsibility for dealing with the rights of
children was given to a commissioner in the Ombudsman Office, who was already responsible for
dealing with women’s rights the rights of disabled people and the healthcare and tourism
industries, each of which had their specific problems, requiring different expert knowledge,
different structuring and different resource. Considering the high number of population in Turkey, it
seems very hard to manage the Ombudsman Office successfully with only 5 members. So, there is a
need to develop solutions on this matter.
Ombudsman Office for Children is common in many of the state parties to the UN Convention on
the Rights of Children. An Ombudsman Office for Children is responsible for promoting and
advocating for children’s rights. Some of the main tasks of an Ombudsman Office for Children
includes: promoting children’s rights, ensuring that children’s rights are respected, encouraging
active participation of children in children’s rights campaigns and disseminating annual reports on
these focus areas.
In Turkey, the rights of children are addressed by the Ombudsman Office along with the rights of
women, disabled people, healthcare and tourism. Hence, the need for a separate independent
Ombudsman Office for Children in Turkey where children constitute one third of the population; is
the basis of the Symposium and has been addressed in detail during the Symposium.
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17 November 2014
Day 1
The Symposium on Children's Rights Making the Child’s rights a Reality: Ombudsman for Children
started with the opening speech delivered by Prof. Dr. Emre Gönen, consultant to the President of
Bilgi University. In the following order
 Mr. Jens Odlander (The Consul General of Sweden in Istanbul),
 Ms. Sibel Erenel (The Foundation for the Advancement of Counselling in Education (YÖRET),
Symposium Chair),
 Ms. Ayşe Beyazova (Istanbul Bilgi University, Child Studies Unit -ÇOÇA),
 Mr. Ömer Bozoğlu (Deputy Undersecretary, Ministry of Family and Social Policies),
 Mr. Muammer YILDIZ, PhD (Director of Istanbul Ministry of National Education) emphasized
in their speeches 25th anniversary of Sweden's signing the Convention on the Rights of the
Child (CRC), 24th anniversary of signature by Turkey and 19 th anniversary of ratification by
Turkish Grand National Assembly in 1995. Importance of an Independent Ombudsman for
Children in Making the Children’s rights a Reality.

Prof. Dr. Emre Gönen (Consultant to the President of Bilgi University)
Gönen mentioned that reference on the subjects of Children’s rights and ombudsman, is Sweden in
general, the ombudsman system is an old system and it is remembered again today. He stated that
there is much distance to be covered in children’s rights. He emphasized that each segment of
society should learn as a minimum basic education i.e. that are individual rights and freedoms and
how to exercise them. He stated that this plays a significant role in raising young people of future
who empathize more.

Mr. Jens Odlander (The Consul General of Sweden in Istanbul)
Reminding United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child is signed by approximately 193
countries so far; Mr. Odlander stated that immediately after signing the convention countries
transferred it into their own legislation. He expressed that they work on the protection of children's
lives, they are in a good level in terms of children’s rights and they exchange information with many
countries on the subject. Mr. Odlander stated that he attaches great importance to collaborating
with Turkey on the fields of Civil Society and human rights , and ombudsman system in Turkey is still
very recent, they are happy to share their experiences.

Ms. Sibel Erenel (YÖRET, Symposium Chair)
Symposium Chair Ms. Sibel Erenel briefly told how the idea of the Symposium emerged and cited
that the foundation has been performing studies and projects about children’s rights since day of
establishment. Ms. Erenel said that Turkey proceeded considerably on children’s rights , but Turkey
needs an independent ombudsman for children.
9
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Ms. Ayşe Beyazova (Istanbul Bilgi University Child Studies Unit - ÇOÇA)
Ms. Beyazova stated that Child Ombudsman system is common in many countries which are parties
to the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child; she also stated that structure of this agency varies
among countries but the common feature is paying regard to child participation. She stated that
Sweden is the country where this system is developed; we will have opportunity to learn from
experiences of Sweden, there is much for us to learn in this field. Ms. Beyazova stressed that KDK
(The Ombudsman’s Office) system is very recent and promising in Turkey. She also stated that they
attach great importance to presence of a separate children’s rights ombudsman, this is especially
very important for Turkey.

Mr. Ömer Bozoğlu (Deputy Undersecretary, Ministry of Family and Social Policies)
Mr. Bozoğlu drew attention to the fact that Turkey is the country with the largest child population
among European Union Countries. Mentioning the children as the future of a country, he
expressed that they are aware of importance of each improvement and novelty made in favor of
children; regulations and legal activities are being performed in many fields in Turkey in connection
with this and activities are ongoing. He stated that establishment of the Ministry of Family and
Social Policies in 2011 is of great importance in terms of taking the process regarding child services
by the state under an institutional roof. Mr. Bozoğlu also said that rights of Syrian, Palestinian and
Iraqi children should be defended; efficient and authorized agencies should plead tragedies of such
children to the whole world.

Mr. MuammerYıldız, PhD (Director of Istanbul National Education)
Director of Istanbul Ministry of National Education Muammer Yıldız emphasized that there has
been serious developments recently in the legal sense with respect to children’s rights;
collaboration of public agencies, non-governmental organizations and universities on this subject is
very important for them. Mr. Yıldız who stated that Ministry of National Education realized a childcentered, people oriented program in its curriculum and mentioned the children’s rights unit they
established in Istanbul and expressed that the Directorate maintains all their activities with
participation of children.
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SESSION 1
CHILDREN’S RIGHTS: Gains and Challenges
Session 1 of the Symposium focused on gains and challenges in the field of Children's Rights. During
the session, development of the concept of children's rights in Sweden - Turkey and other countries
in the world, the history of creation, signing and ratification of the United Nations Convention on
the Rights of the Child was dealt with in terms of gains and challenges. The work of NGO's and state
organizations in creating community awareness about children's rights in Turkey was addressed.
The importance of ombudsman for discussing also in the future boundaries of responsibilities of
state and families on children, evaluating execution of the best interests of child over what kind of a
value system and actions to be taken for preventing violence against children were emphasized.
Mr. Thomas HAMMARBERG, Diplomat and Human Rights Activist, Former Council of Europe
Commissioner for Human Rights was unable to attend due to illness. His speech was read by Mr.
Jens Odlander (General Consul of Sweden in Istanbul)
All the states in the world – except the United States and war-torn Somalia – have ratified the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child and thereby legally bound themselves to implement its
provisions. As a result, the situation of children has been placed higher on the political agenda. Yet,
the actual implementation of the convention has been less effective than we anticipated. The main
reason for this failure is the absence of a systematic, comprehensive approach to children’s rights
as a political priority. Another reason can be defined as the decision makers’ lack of understanding
or acceptance of the obligations arising from it. In addition, they appear not always to have made
the distinction between charity and a rights-based approach.
The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, the elected body which monitors the application of
the convention, has attached a great deal of importance to the methods and means used for its
implementation. Based on that experience, and suggestions from UNICEF, non-governmental
organisations and governments, one could develop a checklist for systematic measures that
governments should take if they are serious about their obligations to children. These measures
include the need to:
–
–

–
–
–

Develop a comprehensive national agenda for children;
Ensure that all legislation is fully compatible with children’s rights which requires
incorporating the convention into domestic law and practice, as well as ensuring that its
principles and provisions take precedence in cases of conflict with any national legislation;
Make children visible in the process of governmental policy development by introducing child
impact assessments;
Carry out adequate budget analysis to determine the proportion of public funds spent on
children, and to ensure the effective use of all such resources;
Establish permanent bodies or mechanisms throughout all sectors of government (including
local authorities) to promote co-ordination, monitoring and evaluation of activities in
furtherance of the convention;
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–
–

–
–
–

Ensure that adequate data is collected and used to constantly improve the situation of all
children in each jurisdiction;
Raise awareness and disseminate information on children’s rights and what they mean in
reality, including through training for all those in government – especially, but not exclusively,
for those whose work relates to children or who work directly with children;
Involve children themselves, as well as civil society, in the process of implementation and
awareness-raising;
Develop independent statutory offices for children – a children’s ombudsman, commissioner
or other similar institution – to promote children’s rights; and
Give children’s rights priority in all forms of international co-operation, including programmes
for technical assistance.

Each recommendation advocates a “first call” for children, while recognising the need for coordinated efforts to ensure that children’s rights are incorporated into the existing administrative
structures, and they require children themselves to take part in the process. The basic idea is that
children’s issues be moved from the exclusive realm of charity on to the political agenda – and
placed high thereon.
Several European governments have taken action on these recommendations, for instance, through
adopting a national strategy, improving their internal co-ordination around children’s issues,
developing good data collection systems and appointing an ombudsman for children (either within
the office of the general ombudsman or as a separate body).
Yet, there are glaring gaps which appear to indicate that governments are still not being sufficiently
serious. This is particularly reflected in the continued lack of child protection.
Too little is being done to give children with disabilities an opportunity for good schooling; children
within minorities, not least the Roma, are disadvantaged in most spheres of life; children in conflict
with the law are too often detained; children among irregular migrants are vulnerable and suffer
exploitation; and refugee children are not well treated. Corporal punishment is retained in about
half of the countries in Europe and some children also face violence at school. Justice systems,
schools and cities are not yet child-friendly.
Funds for education, health care and social benefits for vulnerable groups have been sig nificantly
reduced in a number of countries, and this is before governments start paying back the debts
incurred when public money was used to meet the financial crisis and rescue the banking system.
It is now particularly urgent that the short and long-term economic impact on children be analysed
before budgets are finalised. In Europe we already have a serious problem of child poverty – it is
appallingly widespread in some countries, and a large number of children are disadvantaged from
the outset. An economic crisis is hardly an argument for not addressing child poverty – on the
contrary, it this is when it is even more urgent to do so.
Resource limitations cannot be seen as an excuse by states for ignoring their obligations to protect
children’s rights or for delaying the implementation of measures. The greater the difficulty, the
more reason there is to act with a clear political strategy so as to address the problems in a
12
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systematic fashion. Indeed, it is particularly in times of crisis that the state has to reaffirm its
commitment and to fully respect the rights of children – all children.
Ms. Nüket ATALAY, Honorary President, YÖRET Foundation
Session 1 continued with Ms. Nüket ATALAY’s speech, Honorary President of YÖRET Foundation.
Ms. Nüket Atalay talked about how the concept of child differed in centuries and different cultures,
definition of child and the differences, historical developments in the field of children's rights, the
situation in Turkey.
Ms. Atalay addressed benchmarks in development of children's rights in 20th century:





In 1920, after World war I, the establishment of International Children's Aid Organization,
In 1921, the establishment of International Save the Children Union in Belgium,
In 1923, publication of “Geneva Declaration of the Rights of the Child”,
In 1924, Ratification of Geneva Declaration by League of Nations and Turkey's signing the
declaration,
 In 1929, April 23 started to be celebrated as Children's Day, in Turkey
 In 1959, United Nations Agency adopted “Declaration of the Rights of the Child”,
 In 1989, United Nations “Convention on the Rights of the Children” was signed,
 In 1990, Turkey signed Convention on the Rights of the Children,
 In 1995, Ratification by Grand National Assembly, publication at official gazette and entry
into force.
It was told that acquaintance of NGO's in Turkey with the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Children happened with the International School Psychologists Symposium organized by YÖRET
Foundation in 1992, then in 1993 "Council for Children’s rights" where NGO's get together was
founded, this entity has been continuing as "Children’s rights Coalition since 1998, today it
continues as platforms, togetherness, action groups etc. various forms.
Ms. Atalay stated that 1/3 of Turkish population (25 million) is in the age group of 0 - 18, and
children are protected by laws (Penal Code – Civil Code – Child Protection Law). She specified that
these systems are not adequate and there are inadequency in application of the laws.
Ms. Atalay, who stated that if perception of child is not child internalized in people, children’s rights
may not be kept alive, summarized basic problems experienced in Turkey as follows:
•
•
•
•

Physical and verbal violence
Employment of children in unsuitable work
Child brides – Giving away (selling) girls
Neglect and abuse in family – school - agencies

Ms. Atalay gave information on the subjects of education, health and assistance the state provides
to children. She said that if we can replace the charity based approach with rights based approach,
we could become a more comprehensive and modern children’s rights advocate.
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She said that given all these problems in Turkey where mechanism of supervis ion does not function
well, importance of ombudsman's office as the highest level defending children increases even
more; for existence of an agency that would consider children neutrally, see what real needs are,
perform objective researches, report, perform supervisions, inform public opinion, reveal failures in
government services and bring proposals for solution.
The value of best interests of child, how and who determined it were discussed. Ms. Atalay stated
that all people are children until age of 18. The best interests of the child prevail over interests of
the adult and long term interests of children prevail over short term interests.

SESSION 2
CHILD POLICIES, SYSTEMS AND PRACTICES FOR PROTECTION AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF CHILDREN’S RIGHTS IN SWEDEN AND TURKEY
Session Moderator: Ms. Seda AKÇO BİLEN, Attorney, Humanist Bureau
2nd Session of the Symposium was about global and national policies while putting children’s rights
into practice. During the session, things that are needed in the name of ensuring continuity and for
combating new challenges that may emerge were handled in addition to best practices in Sweden
and Europe. Agencies to be created by states to ensure that implementations in putting children’s
rights into practice are integrated, structural and long-termed were presented from the point of
Swedish experience. Afterwards, determinations and suggestions related to how close or distant
Turkish policies, systems and practices are to international minimum standards and the importance
and the role of Ombudsman's office in terms of filling differences in between were discussed.
Ms. Karin FAGERHOLM, Lawyer at Save the Children, Sweden
Ms. Fagerholm described the framework of the general measures of implementation as defined
under Articles 4, 42 & 44.6 in the UN CRC and summarised in Committee on the Rights of the Child
General Comment No 5 and gave a brief account of Sweden with reference to general measures of
implementation. Accordingly, Sweden has ratified all of the basic UN and CoE conventions, but did
not sign the third Optional Protocol to the CRC, which establishes the communication procedures,
enabling children to raise issues to the Committee when their rights are violated.
The Swedish legislation is basically in alignment with the convention and the spirit of the
convention. In some areas, the legislation goes farther than stipulations in the Convention. The
general principles of the Convention, especially the child’s right to be heard and best interest of the
child, are incorporated into relevant legislation. However, implementation of the legislation and of
the CRC is problematic in Sweden as there is a general lack of knowledge of the international law
and of how to use the CRC.
In 2010, the Swedish parliament has adopted its second National Strategy for strengthening the
rights of the child in Sweden, defining 9 focus areas. The Parliament included regional and local
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authorities in this work. The government has taken many steps to implement the strategy, which
include strengthening of work at municipal level, data collection system (Max 18) and support to
parents. However, the strategy lacks a time-bound activities, financial and human resources and a
thorough monitoring system. At local level municipalities have started developing their own
strategies and plans of actions to work with the national strategies. In addition, the government has
started an investigation to find out how local and regional governments can be strengthened for
working more systematically with children’s rights.
In Sweden, the work for children’s rights is divided among different budget lines, as children’s rights
are related to different areas. However, this makes it impossible to see the amount of resources
actually allocated to children’s rights. Most of the decisions are taken a t local level and for this
reason most resources for children’s right are allocated at local level. Some municipalities are
developing child-specific final accounts at the end of the year, thus it will be possible to see
resources allocated to promote children’s rights at the municipality level. However, it is necessary
to make a child-specific budget and plan that can be measured against a specific account, thus to
have a complete child-rights respecting aspect in the budgeting process.
Later in her speech Ms. Fagerholm defined the obstacles concerning the children’s rights in
Sweden. Reference to implementation of the Convention is not defined by law in Sweden and for
that reason it is often regarded as not being applicable when interpreting the Swedish l aw. Lack of
knowledge about the Convention and using the CRC in practice is one of the big obstacles before
make rights of the child a reality. In this regard, Ms. Fagerholm referred to the difficulties that the
decision makers encounter when ensuring the child’s right to be heard and investigating the best
interest of the child in their decisions. These difficulties implicate the need for training for
professionals and future professionals. She also emphasized the importance of the children’s right
to know about their rights. There are gaps in the implementation of this right. After Sweden ratified
the convention in 1990 the government allocated a considerable amount of resource to promote
the convention, but this support ended after a couple of years. However, there should be a
continuous, systematic, ongoing work to promote children’s rights.
She continued describing some of the major concerns they observe in Sweden, some of which are
related to the structural level. The first one is the differences at municipal level about how
children’s rights can be implemented. In Sweden municipalities and county councils have autonomy
in their work and most decisions concerning children are related to municipal level. However, lack
of minimum standards for actions to be taken at local level to fulfill children’s rights leads to
different practices in the implementation of the rights as a whole, and negatively effects support
and protection that the children can get if they are abused or in vulnerable situation.
Access to justice is also a huge problem in Sweden. Sweden has not even signed the Optional
Protocol that gives children the possibility to complain to the UN Committee. Also, the Ombudsman
for Children is the only ombudsman in Sweden who cannot take complaints from the group the
office represents.
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The third concern is the child’s right to be heard. According the Swedish legislation, children should
be heard in cases that concern them but decision makers do not listen to the child or do not take
into consideration their opinions.
The fourth is the best interest of the child. This is defined in legislation, but interpretation of what
the best interest of the child is highly problematic.
Ms. Fagerholm described the steps that could be taken in Sweden to promote children’s rights. The
first thing is to prioritize rights of the children at political level with high political commitment and
at all levels of implementation, especially at the municipal level, to ensure continuity of actions.
Secondly, there is the need to incorporate the CRC into the Swedish legislation so that the
Convention is seen as a true legal source by the decision makers. The government has clearly stated
that they will incorporate the CRC into Swedish legislation. For incorporation to have impa ct,
Sweden should also focus on capacity building and training for professionals.
Before finishing her presentation, Ms. Fagerholm referred to a recent study conducted in 20102011 in five European countries on how the general measures of implementation are set in at local
and national level. The study revealed that states have taken steps in basically all of the measures,
but they never took all the way to really comply with the recommendations. None of the states
have done anything in relation to child budgeting and ensuring to see how much budget is allocated
to the rights of the child. The study also shows the implications of the economic crisis of 2008,
which led to redemptions in the work for children due to financial crisis.
Mr. Adem Arkadaş – THIBERT, International Children’s Center (ICC) Head of Child/Human Rights
Programme
2ndsession continued with the presentation of Mr. Adem Arkadaş – THIBERT on Child Protection
Policies, Systems and Practices in Turkey. During the speech addressing child protection polices,
systems and practices based on children’s rights, Mr. Arkadaş-Thibert told that ICC bases child
protection policy on the UNCRC, and interconnection between Protection rights, Provision rights
and Participation rights in the framework of umbrella rights enshrined in the UNCRC: articles 2
(non-disrimination), 3 (best interest), 4 (implementation of rights and resource allocation), 6 (life,
survival, development) and 12 (right to be heard).
Given the situation in Turkey where 1 out of 3 in population is a child, he stated that
 Scattered legal and policy framework do not allow a holistic child protection system,
 UNCRC is not incorporated in national law and national law is not harmonized with UNCRC.
He said that agencies (ministries, municipalities, universities, etc.) have strategic plans, action plans
of their own but these do not touch each other, not associated with each other. He said that both
institutional and other thematic strategies should be reviewed; studies should be carried out for
places of such strategies where a healthier structure for protecting children’s rights maybe
suggested. He stated that most of such strategies do not have any budget; this results from failure
to adequately identify institutional liabilities by laws, the fact that there is disorder under law and
policy.
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 He mentioned that various aspects of child protection are handled by different ministries
and governmental organizations without integrally handling developmental needs and rights
of child,
 Services may be scattered since institutional liabilities are not adequately separated by laws,
 Sometimes service providers may avoid responsibility and they may refer children to other
organizations in a manner to impede the needs of children and violate their rights.
He addressed that when mechanisms of complaint and effective solution where children may
access are considered, such mechanisms are troubled, there are many mechanisms of complaint
available but there is lack of a systemic approach that would provide effective solution. For instance
there are 183, 155, 147, etc. telephone lines children may call but there is no line or mechanism
intended solely for children among different functions of such lines or mechanisms, children are
only one of many. He stressed that creation of effective complaint mechanisms where children may
express themselves is required.
Mr. Arkadaş-Thibert who stated that as an important mechanism there exists the recent
Ombudsman's Office; however ICC and other children’s rights NGO’s argued from the very
beginning that a separate ombudsman should be designated or established for children and he
added that unfortunately this did not happen. He said that Ombudsman's Office which is
responsible for children is also responsible for other subjects such as the handicapped and women
whose needs are different from children; there is still a need for an Ombudsman's Office that would
spend its energy solely for children which could be a voice of children directly.
Moreover, he said that unfortunately National Institute for Human Rights is yet to be fully
functional; there is TGNA (Turkish General National Assembly) Human Rights Investigation
Committee and TGNA ad hoc Children’s Rights Monitoring Committee but this committee has no
legal infrastructure, it is a committee which is not very operational. He said that existence of
individual complaints mechanism to the Constitutional Court is a very important development, but
it would be very hard to think of a child in Turkey filing an individual application to the
Constitutional Court,
Mr. Arkadaş-Thibert said that considering rights based monitoring mechanisms that would provide
data classified on subjects that impact children, there are some studies on the subject but they are
incomplete, nevertheless. For instance, he shared the information that it has been 2 years that
Child Early Diagnosis and Warning System (ÇETUS) is being developed.
He said that most researches by TUIK (Turkish Statistical Institute) provide us with conclusions and
statistics that enable us to understand state of children, but children related statistics stop at the
age of 17. He stressed that TUIK's stopping data collection at 17 instead of 18 causes problems,
according to UNCRC and the constitution an individual is accepted as a child until end of 18 years of
age, for this reason this deficiency of TUIK should be addressed. He drew attention to the fact that
since they fail to include children under 18 in their studies, data of approximately 1 milli on children
is left out of studies.
Mr. Arkadaş-Thibert stated that deficiencies in sharing data/information and using for policy are
overwhelming, there are also deficiencies in research agenda, there should be a research agenda
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related to on what subjects children get hurt, on what subjects they need more protection. Other
than this, he stated that there is no separated data and separated budget data.
In Turkey, approximately 110 thousand children come to security forces as victims, again over 110
thousand children are taken by the police and gendarme since they are involved in crime. As an
example regarding protection, he stated that more than 20% of total marriages in Turkey are child
marriages, and 18% of these cover girls.
He stated that 1 million out of 25 million children in Turkey work, such children do not have any
union membership or protection, according to ILO, 630 thousand of them work at the heaviest and
ill-conditioned jobs, there has been an increase in these figures since 2006.
As an answer to the question what Ombudsman's office may do for child protection
 It can work together with children to demonstrate policy and systemic deficiencies, it may
be the voice of children,
 It can narrate impact of laws on children, it may perform child impact analysis
 Establishing partnership with local governments and NGO's, it can address how solutions
can be provided to systemic problems on a local basis, how local ombudsman's offices may
be created, how children may reach the ombudsman's offices on a local basis.

SESSION 3
OMBUDSMAN OFFICE FOR THE PROTECTION AND REALIZATION OF CHILDREN'S
RIGHTS
Session Moderator: Ms. Séverine JACOMY-VITÉ, Chief Child Protection Section UNICEF
During the session, function of Ombudsman's Office in Sweden and the part it plays in realization of
children’s rights was handled. Ombudsman's office in protection and development of children’s
rights, prominent features of the Swedish model and importance of ombudsman for children in
local governments in the implementation of ombudsman were reviewed. Besides, opinions
regarding ombudsman guidance for children in Europe as an effective system in development of
children’s rights were presented.
Fredrik MALMBERG, Dr. Sweden Ombudsman's Office, Ombudsman for Children
Mr. Malmberg described the general framework of the Ombudsman’s Office in Sweden.
Ombudsman’s Office was established in 1993, after Sweden ratified the UNCRC in 1990. It is
regulated by Ombudsman for Children Act, which is quite short and simply highlights the
independence of the Ombudsman. The independent Ombudsman decides on how to organise the
work and the issues to focus on. The government should not interfere with the priorities set by the
Ombudsman.
The Government appoints Ombudsman for Children for a six-year period. There are three units
under the Ombudsman, which are Administration Unit, Communication Unit and Program and
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Research Unit with a total of around 25 employees. The office is funded with Government grant,
which is approximately 2, 6 million EURO.
The Ombudsman for Children in Sweden is not allowed to focus on individual cases and to receive
individual applications, but has a reporting duty and performs the defined functions at general
level. These functions are to listen to the children and to monitor and advocate that the children’s
rights become a reality.
The Ombudsman has the legal authority to call for information from and meetings with authorities
on all levels in society, and they are obliged to produce the requested information. But the office
does not exercise supervision. Mr. Malmberg said that they cannot force the authorities to follow
their recommendations, but produce good arguments to persuade them. If they do not follow the
advice, the Ombudsman brings the case to the attention of the government.
Ombudsman’s mission is to support the children and to make decision makers realize children’s
rights. There are two visions that guide the work of the Office: Children know their rights and where
to turn to if these rights are violated; and the rights of the children in difficult situations, vulnerable
situations should get fulfilled.
The Ombudsman sets long terms goals of five years in line with these visions and on the basis of the
recommendations Sweden receive from the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, with the aim
of moving Sweden closer to fulfil the recommendations of the UN Committee.
The Ombudsman focus on thematic areas in the annual reports that are sent to the Swedish
Parliament and the government. Thematic annual reports include analyses and recommendations
for improvements for children. Some of the thematic reports produced by Ombudsman focus on
Children in Locked institutions (2010); Children in Residential care/foster homes (2011); Domestic
violence and abuse (2012); Police cells and remand prisons (2013); Psychiatric care (2014). The
Ombudsman is planning to produce reports on bullying and discrimination in 2015 and on Children
with disabilities in 2016. Mr. Malmberg emphasized that the Ombudsman was the first
independent institution to enter these institutions and talk directly to the children, for example at
locked institutions and police cells and remand prisons.
Mr. Malmberg described how the Ombudsman performs its functions defined by law:
The Office establishes regular dialogues with children and experts; visits institutions/places for
children; or establishes and maintains contact with children via telephone, chat, mail and letters.
Before starting to work in thematic reporting areas, the Ombudsman directly talks to children
within that thematic area. Based on information received from children, expert panels are
established and adults are interviewed.
The Ombudsman has developed a special method on how to engage in dialogue with children,
which is called Young Speakers. The core idea of this method is to have a clear aim when engaging
in dialogue with children. For example, if the government agrees to listen to the opinion of the
children while preparing a new legislation, for example, then a meeting is set with children with
clearly defined goals. In this process the children are heard as experts. Instead of sitting behind a
desk and asking questions, the Ombudsman meets the children in a creative process, employing
tools adapted to this method such as theatre, role model play, to write stories. Information
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received directly from children are combined with information from questions to adults that have
responsibilities for children.
In terms of monitoring function, one important task of Ombudsman is to answer to referrals from
Swedish government, when they send official report -proposals for new bills, for example.
Ombudsman receives about 60 referrals every year, producing a heavy work load. The government
occasionally takes these opinions into consideration. In addition, ombudsman has the authority to
request information from government agencies and local authorities, summon these parties for
discussions. The Ombudsman also performs statistics monitoring of child rights in the areas of
economy, health, education, welfare, participation, protection.
The role of the Ombudsman’s office is to draw attention to deficiencies while advocating that the
children’s rights become a reality, instead of saying everything is done. While performing this
function the Ombudsman push for the implementation of the CRC at all levels, draw attention to
deficiencies and propose changes to laws and regulations, report to the Government on a regular
basis and submit report to the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child.
Mr. Malmberg gave examples of reports prepared by Ombudsman’s Office with a detailed account
of processes, and described actions started by the government to improve the situation upon these
reports. He emphasised that it is extremely important to have an independent institution like
Ombudsman to look into the situation of human rights, as the government will not know what is
going on if there is no one to look in this area.
Finally, Mr. Malmberg gave information about the activities of Ombudsman on international level.
These include exchange of experience and knowledge between members of the European Network
of Ombudspersons for Children (ENOC), which consists of more than 40 institutions in Europe
sharing information about children’s rights. The Ombudsman is also in cooperation with the Nordic
Ombudspersons for Children. The Ombudsman follows the work of UN in Europe, especially the UN
Committee on the Rights of the Child among others. The Office has translated all of the general
comments Committee issued by the Committee on the Rights of the Child, into Swedish in order to
make them available to a greater public.”He also added that work of the Ombudsman is available
on the web site, also in English.

Inter-Session Questions and Answers
At the end of speech, a participant asked how children to be interviewed are determined. Mr.
Malmberg said that prior to a research they go to the office and inform all children, and then they
obtain permission from parents of children who are willing to participate in a study. Mr. Malmberg
noted that some parents do not give permission by the instinct of protection. Mr. Malmberg said
some of them wish to protect themselves against what the child has to tell; not the child and the
office attempts to overcome this.
Another participant asked in case of finding a child at police stations and detention centers
following research; whether mechanism related to announcement of this has been created. Mr.
Malmberg said that the study was published one year ago and both the government and the police
promised to establish a system that designates such mechanism and minimum periods of
detention, this would happen soon. He said personally he is of the opinion that no children should
be placed in detention centers to begin with, but the police are uneducated on this subject.
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Ombudsman for Children in Local Governments
Ms. Ewa HOLLÉN, Ombudsman, Botkyrka Municipality in Sweden
Ms. Hollen explained that position of the child ombudsman become an official post (civil servant) in
the municipality after the motion prepared by Green Party received support of the county's
children and youth community in time and politicans reached a consensus decision to set up a
service that ensures that the child's rights are respected in the community.
Although the child ombudsman is a civil servant, she performs her duties independently. These
duties cover complaints by children and young persons on bullying; the relations between children
themselves and adult-child relations; violations of rights of the child and ignorance by adults,
children who are subjected to ill-treatment or bad treatment by social services, and environment of
children and young persons, including schools, preschools and also issues such as safety of roads to
school.
Ms. Hollen explained that the child ombudsman provides guidance to the municipality for a better
knowledge and implementation of child’s rights. She also works for giving the children opportunity
to have greater influence on circumstances affecting their lives. She checks if municipal plans and
programmes are in conformity with children’s needs and ensures that children are involved in all
the decisions taken by the municipality. She acts as a mediator between children and various public
departments.
The most important aspect of this task is to talk to children and listen their opinions about things
that need to be achieved in municipality. She uses various communication tools with children, such
as maps drawn by children to express their needs. She also provides information about the
Convention on Rights of the Child to the children and the people who work with them in the
municipality.

What is Ombudsman for Children? Why do we need Ombudsman?
Bernard De VOS, Chair, European Network of Ombudsmen for Children (ENOC), Ombudsman for
Children, French Community of Belgium
In his speech De Vos first explained what a children’s ombudsman is and why there is a children’s
ombudsman. According to the Committee for children’s rights the formation of an ombudsman is
required in order to ensure that the Convention operates effectively, and it recommended to the
states that an independent specialist agency for children be founded.
The Committee identified the key tasks of the Ombudsman as part of its general observation from
2002:
 Promoting children’s rights:
 Monitoring children’s rights
 Increasing child participation
 Publishing an annual public report
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The Committee has established the main surety of the ombudsman:
Independence: It must be independent vis-à-vis of any public or private authority, the media, and
of any individual or institution in respect of whom the ombudsman may have to intervene.
Means: This is another method for safeguarding the independence of the resource. The
ombudsman must be able to manage his/her own budget and both hire and dismiss his/her
employees. He/she must also possess means for inquiries, investigations, promotions,
distributions... which are required to carry out his/her role.
Accessibility: The accessibility of the ombudsman is clearly essential for allowing him/her to meet
with children. Children must be able to travel easily to the institution’s premises on an individual
basis. Other means of communication may also be used (toll-free phone, computers, internet,
social networks ...). The institution must also be able to travel with children, and go out and visit
them.
Powers: In order to fulfill its mission adequately, the children’s ombudsman cannot have any power
on an individual scale. It can be likened to a judge; however, his/her opinions and
recommendations cannot be legally binding. He/she must assert his/her authority over the quality,
independence, relevance and respectability of its interventions, which must also be completely
reliable from a legal and scientific perspective. It must be recognised as having the means required
for investigations in order to process individual complaints and claims. It should include access to
public and private premises associated with children’s projects (education centres, recreational
areas, deprivation of liberty,).
One of the main responsibilities of the ombudsman as part of his/her specific missions is to ensure
that the states parties comply with their obligations. The obligation of the states are acting on
certain standards and providing services.
Enforcing standards: With regards to enforcing standards, the work consists mainly of combining
and agreeing with the terms of the convention in conjunction with the requirements specified by
national law. Any essential elements of the agreement therefore had to be incorporated into
national legislation. This starts with the best interests of the child, the founder member of the
convention and other founding concepts such as consideration of the child’s opinions or issues of
non-discrimination.
In many states, there is still plenty of progress required in relation to these matters. Today,
benefiting from these rights cannot be assured adequately, particularly because state parties are
not fulfilling their own responsibilities adequately
It is high time people left these confined spaces where its specialists gather, such as seminars,
symposia, and major conferences, and time they went to see where people live: in amusement
parks, on public markets, at major cultural events. Then only this will not only become a real
emancipation tool for children, but of our societies as well.
Providing services: Article 5 of the Convention requires parents or legal guardians “to care for the
child in a manner which is consistent with its development and capabilities, and to provide
appropriate direction and guidance in terms of exercising their rights”
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Primarily, these are adults who contribute towards the effective exercise of children’s rights,
according to their development as well as their main interests. However, the child is also
dependent on the provision of a series of obligations enforced upon the state: quality health care,
decent housing, access to food and drinking water, equal and quality education, access to
recreation, culture, and playing areas.
Responsibility for the provision of these services is dependent on the financial resources of the
state required to do so in order to both maintain and allocate sufficient resources used for
implementing the Convention based on areas relative to children's rights in proportion to their
needs. However, regrettably, we must admit that some state parties are unable to face their own
level of responsibility.
He pointed at two examples: the issue of violence against children, and poverty as another form of
violence, which is less visible and more insidious.
The issue of violence against children is one of the first priorities viewed by advocates of children’s
interests. The Council of Europe for promoting non-violent education provided major investment,
and the real battle began at the time the EU strategy started to be implemented, as it resulted in
each member state warmly welcoming legally binding legislation to counteract corporal
punishment.
It can no longer be denied that poverty is a huge stumbling block when it comes to children’s rights.
For some more than others, however all members of the Council of Europe are being confronted
directly on this issue, and the consequences of the economic crisis on children are devastating. In
terms of analysis, not one single article of this fantastic convention will stand the test of poverty in
many countries where the most basic rights have become something of a fallacy.
Whereas poverty does affect the health of children when they suffer from nutritional deficiencies
or experience delay in access to care, this level of insecurity forces them to reside in substandard
housing, where they are often put down and discriminated against in many school systems, and the
effect on their own identity is equally as devastating. The shame, the lack of confidence, and a
negative self-image are a form of collateral damage for poor children.
Finally, the ombudsman must be attentive towards another aspect, solidarity and an international
cooperation. International solidarity will be required should they fail to do so because of a lack of
finances, inadequate human capacity, a lack of technical capacity caused by an economic crisis, a
war, a pandemic, or as the result a natural disaster which has impacted on the implementation of
the Convention, either temporarily or permanently
The European Network of Ombudspersons for Children (ENOC) was created in 1996, including more
than forty members from thirty European countries. The network aims to:
 Provide a forum for exchanging information among its members, for capacity development,
and for professional support among its members;
 Promote and protect children's rights and work on strategies which allow the Convention on
Children’s Rights to be implemented as much as is possible;
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 Promote the founding of a children’s ombudsman in countries around the world and offer
assistance for these types of initiatives;
 Increase contacts and mutual support between and with other children’s ombudsmen
around the world, along with their networks.
The benefit of this type of network is twofold. On the one hand, it helps to strengthen the support
of colleagues on a national scale, and there are a number of sensitive positions which can be held
by the Ombudsman in terms of recommendations. On the other hand, the network bears the voice
of ombudsmen in international summits. Therefore, the ENOC network is present as an observer
for the Council of Europe, and for the European Forum on the European Commission’s Children’s
Rights.
Obviously, it would be both a pleasure and an honour to include the Turkish ombudsman for
defending the position of children, along with other countries who already have an independent
institution in line with the Convention on Children’s Rights.

Session Question – Answer
Session Director Ms. Séverine Jacomy-Vité, Chief of Child Protection Section UNICEF, posed this
question: as also stated by other speakers, Turkey faces a very large population of Syrian refugees
and more than 50% of these refugees are children, which means over 800.000 child refugees. She
stated that Turkey recently passed a new law for foreigners, a new legal regulation related to
temporary state protection status for Syrian refugees passed a couple of weeks ago, this regulation
contains very important provisions, according to these regulations, these children or services
intended for these children are taken under direct responsibility of various Turkish national
agencies. She asked the speaker how they handle the matter of immigrant children, is there any
difference related to their status, are there any legal refugees under s ome sort of temporary
protection. She stated that the children in who are inTurkey may benefit from such experience,
services of Ombudsman for Children.
Mr. Bernard De Vos stated that when an international convention is signed, not only your country
but all countries, parties to such convention must comply with the convention, all articles of the
convention. Mr. De Vos who stated that signing a convention requires acting together with other
countrieswent on saying that Belgium has not accepted any Syrian refugee / citizen yet which is a
horrible situation. He said misdeeds roma children are exposed to; troubles they experience
regarding nutrition are very bad. He said that according to the convention; children should be
handled independent of situations of their parents.
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SESSION 4
THE STATUS OF OMBUDSMAN OF CHILDREN RIGHTS IN TURKEY
Session Moderator: Mr. Hakan ACAR, Prof. Dr. Board Member of Agenda Child Association &
Kocaeli University Kocaeli School of Health, Department Head, Social Work
Considering that one third of Turkish population consists of children, the importance of the
Ombudsman’s Office founded in Turkey in 2011 was addressed with respect to duties and
responsibilities states are obliged by the Convention on the Rights of the Child for protection and
promotion of children’s rights. During the session where the Ombudsman’s Office Annual Report
2013 was addressed, report assessment is important with respect to creation of a road map
regarding Ombudsman activities in Turkey. During the ses sion where conclusions of a study
examining attitudes of local governments on children’s rights, importance and contributions of local
governments in improvement of Ombudsman work in Turkey was emphasized.

Ombudsman in Protecting and Developing Children’s rights in Turkey (The
Ombudsman’s Office)
Ms. Serpil ÇAKIN, Ombudsman’s Office - Ombudsman of Women, Children & Disabled
Ombudsman for Women, Children & Disabled Ms. Serpil Çakın first of all examined why the
Ombudsman’s Office is needed. She said that as separation of powers makes insufficient
mechanisms that supervise each other in the system, different and new supervis ion mechanisms
are needed. She said that the Ombudsman’s Office basically functions as a bridge mechanism
rather than supervision, its function is to enable citizens to have access to agencies, information
they are unable to reach, to find solutions and to mediate.
Ms. Serpil Çakın stated that an Ombudsman is a person not agency and his/her basic features are
reliability, objectivity, independence and he/she has extensive authority to reach information
including getting help from experts, hear witnesses.
She stated that the ombudsman in Turkey is a parliamentary ombudsman structure, the
Ombudsman is elected or dismissed by the Turkish Grand National Assembly he/she has the
authority to supervise actions and business of administration, mediate the relationship between
the citizen and public administration.
Ms. Serpil Çakın stated that establishment of the Ombudsman’s Office was a topic of discussion
since 1990's, the Constitutional Court rejected a draft bill on the grounds that there is no legal
ground, the referendum of 2010 established the Ombudsman’s Office in Turkey. She emphasized
that the Ombudsman’s Office is very recent in the country; it has been actively operating for only
1.5 years.
Ms. Serpil Çakın noted that their purpose is to help children defend their rights and to fill the gap
between rights and realities, to contribute to development the culture of children’s rights.
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Ms. Çakın said that so far 138 applications were submitted to the website which was established in
2014. Ms. Çakın who gave examples for applications said that the Ombudsman’s Office can only act
upon complaint; there must be a violation of rights of the person in the complaint. However, when
children are in question, there is no requirement of interest violation, when any violation regarding
children’s rights are observed, NGO's may apply to Ombudsman. She added that the applications
are definitely replied.
She said that the Ombudsman may perform on-site examination and inspection about children’s
rights, in cases when people waive their complaints involuntarily, if subject of inspection is a child,
the Ombudsman’s Office may decide to maintain the inspection.
Ms. Serpil Çakın stated that reception of correct application is very important, T.R. ID no., full name
should be stated, keeping thenformation confidential; negotiations are held with administration, in
case the problem may not be solved, they make advisory decisions.
Ms. Çakın who summarized activities performed up to the present stated that they visited countries
like Norway, examined practices of other countries for creation of institutional culture, initiated
dialog with ENOC, and they have been participating in their meetings as an observer. UNICEF is
their solution partner; they jointly prepared the webpage intended for children. They attach great
importance to communication with children, addressing the child is important, they definitely reply
to the requests to gain trust.

Evaluating Local Government Ombudsman in terms of Children’s rights
Mr. Mehmet DUMAN, World Academy for Local Government and Democracy (WALD), Chairman of
the Board
Mr. Duman stated that ombudsman system enables supervis ion of public agencies by independent
mechanisms; it causes public management to feel its responsibility of its practices and assume an
important role in institutionalization of human rights and prevention of violations. With a
constitutional amendment in Turkey process of construction of the ombudsman system started. He
emphasized that NGO’s have a duty to help to create ideal ombudsman system in the country.
Mr. Duman showed United Cities and Local Governments, Middle East and West Asia Section (UCLG
– MEWA) as being the first example of the Ombudsman’s Office in Turkey in 2010. He stated that
according to the by-laws of the organization, members and employees may apply to UCLG – MEWA
Ombudsman, due to problems arising out of practices of the executives and may request
rectification of problems.
Mr. Duman emphasized that the Ombudsman’s Office organization is based on areas of expertise in
the world. There are independent units in most countries, like local government ombudsman,
healthcare services ombudsman. He went on saying that local government Ombudsman is an
Ombudsman’s Office with local responsibilities. He expressed that this unit which assumes the
functions of a mediator examines problems between people and local governments; it contributes
to continuity of the principles of freedom, participation, accountability and efficiency which are
basic principles of local governments. He stated that in the world today local governments started
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to assume more responsibility and are equipped with more authorities . Concepts like globalization,
governance and localization which has come to the fore in recent years reinforce such efforts. He
stated that in order to exercise such authorities and responsibilities without restricting freedoms of
citizens, there is need for local government ombudsman.
Mr. Mehmet Duman pointed out that importance of independent national human rights
organizations increase everyday in terms of implementation and dissemination of children’s rights
and CRC, Ombudsman for Children is widespread at countries parties to the UN Children’s rights
Convention. However these are handled within the realm of Ombudsman's Office in Turkey, still
this is a very important development. Mr. Duman expressed that Ombudsman for Children should
be an independent, separate unit.
While mentioning the importance of local government ombudsman in processes related to
children’s rights he reminded as an example that in order to allow Jewish children who are exempt
from religion clases to benefit from equality of opportunity, ombudsman's office contacted the
Ministry of National Education and assumed duty of mediator. He stated that ombudsman's office
should make an effort for the employment of pedagogues in the body of public agencies like police
department and should emphasize the need for more educational assistance, seminars to be
organized for children to learn their rights and publications should be made so that children are
aware of their rights.

Evaluation of the Ombudsman’s Office’s Annual Report 2013
Mr. Engin SAYGIN, Asst. Prof. Yıldırım Beyazıt University, Turkey
Mr. Saygın who talked about ombudsman in administrative law literature reminded that in 2006
the Turkish parliament passed Ombudsman Agency law especially to cover some distance in EU
harmonization process before constitutional amendment, but the Constitutional Court found this
against the constitution and cancelled.
Mr. Saygın said he disagrees with the Constitutional Court's argument as grounds for cancellation
which claimed the ombudsman's office is deemed as a way for a parliament to supervise the
administration. Ombudsmen are appointed by parliament anywhere in Europe, the purpose of this
is not gaining independence to the agency, making it a supervisery tool of the parliament. He stated
that Ombudsman's Office is one of independent administrative authorities, one of most important
ways to ensure such independence is to appoint the Ombudsman with qualified majority in the
parliament, forming a consensus on lawyers who are respected and followed by everyone in the
society would ensure effective operation of the duty.
Mr. Engin Saygın said that cancellation of Ombudsman Law no. 5548 on the grounds that it is one of
ways the parliament supervises the administration contributed to something positive, this took us
to the constitutional amendment of 2010, we have this agency with new law, and inclusion of this
agency in the constitution gives it more assurance.
Mr. Saygın addressed independence, a certain definition of duty and sufficient authorities among
principles the agency must have under the light of Paris principles. He stated that despite a few
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important deficiencies in the legislation, he thinks that it gave great potential to the agency in
terms of being able to work as a very competent human rights protection mechanism.
He stated that there is lack of performing supervision automatically without an application which
we call ex officio examination; this is one of the important authorities the agency should have
under the light of Paris Principles. Beyond this, principles like accessibility, collaboration, functional
efficacy and accountability of the agency are valuable principles the agency must have.
Mr. Engin Saygın stated that he does not believe it is time to evaluate a 1 year report of
Ombudsman's Office which is not agreed upon yet. He examined annual report from their own
webpage, and he wishes to underline several points, because he thinks that if this agency is to
become an effective human rights solution mechanism in the future, such features should be taken
into account.
He stated that he evaluated administrative annual report, acceptance 1 by chief ombudsman
performing supervisione, in the name of the Turkish Ground National Assemble (TGNA) caused
problems, performing supervision for TGNA is not right, the Ombudsman is appointed by TGNA, but
the supervision performed is not for TGNA. If advisory decisions are not implemented; it would be
erroneous to expect help from TGNA. He stated that in the current system the judiciary evaluates
complaints submitted to it and takes binding decisions, such an agency should not have authority to
make binding decisions, because such an authority contradicts with the essence of the agency.
Mr. Engin Saygın stated that in this case the ombudsman should return to his /her own feature,
he/she should take media power with him/her and should repeatedly articulate at press advisory
decisions made related to the violators . He stated that this is important for governmental agencies
as well; no agency would wish publication of a news item at the press regarding a violation
committed byitself.
He expressed that Ombudsman's Office is only at the beginning of the road, annual report may be a
starting point, after making an advisory decision about a subject needed to be discussed, each year
new reports of the agency should evaluate to what extent the administration complies with
previous advisory decisions. He stated that if legal modification is suggested, the foll owing year
reporting should be made about law amendments passed by the parliament; how many were
amended and how many were not amended. He stated that operations performed within 1 year
should be followed up; Ombudsman's Office can work as an effective agency in this manner.

1

The phrase by Chief Ombudsman "the agency has an independent quality, supervising administration on the basis of
complaint, affiliated to TGNA Chairman but in a sense in his name in acting as a br idge, conciliator between the ruler
and ruled" at introduction part of Administrative Annual Report
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Examining Municipalities’ Attitudes on Child’s Rights by Youth Group Members
YÖRET FOUNDATION: Ms. Sevgi ÖZKAN, Sociologist/Leader - Ms. Handan ÇAKIR, Özlem DALKIÇ
WALD FOUNDATION: Mr. Sinan YUMURTACI
Presenters: Handan Çakır (YÖRET F.), Sinan Yumurtacı (WALD F.)
Full text of this study performed for the purpose of collecting data from local administrations about
how much people has information and awareness about what kind of obligations and initiatives are
assumed by local governments in realization of children’s rights, Child Ombudsman Office which
has a significant function in claiming rights , is in Appendix 7.
The parallelism between development of claiming rights culture of citizens and development of
democracy shows that citizens who gain awareness about children’s rights since childhood is a
social gain.
In order to increase social awareness about “Ombudsman Office” which was founded in 2012 in
Turkey, work that would contribute to consolidation of democratic order in the long term create
important data. The intention of this study prepared for the “Symposium on Children’s Rights
Making the Children’s Rights a Reality: Ombudsman for Children” based on this determination was
to collect data about awareness of children’s rights and Ombudsman for Children at municipalities.
Ms. Handan Çakır and Mr. Sinan Yumurtacı who shared research results of examination conducted
by young people attitude of municipalities to children’s rights said that 5 young university students
from YÖRET and Wald Foundation (World Academy for Local Government and Democracy) (Ms.
Özlem Dalkıç, Ms. Handan Çakır, Mr. Muhammet Zahit Yapıcı, Mr. Sinan Yumurtacı and Mr. İbrahim
Yiğit) got together and researched and carried out preliminary preparatory work, based on addition
to a survey prepared by Sociologist Ms. Sevgi Özkan, then they conducted survey work at several
municipalities in Istanbul.
They stated that survey questions target collection of data regarding :
What kind of obligations are assumed by local governments in realization of children’s rights or
 What kinds of initiatives are taken,
 How much knowledge and awareness they have about Ombudsman for Children which has a
significant function in claiming rights.
The speakers told that first they went to Union of Municipalities of Turkey in Ankara a nd made an
interview consisting of questions aimed at,
 institutional functions and purposes of municipalities,
 further implementations and awareness regarding children’s rights
 and the Office of Ombudsman for Children.
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Questions were answered in writing by some municipalities in İstanbul with whose different
demographics and life culture partnership. Istanbul became the prototype of the country
thanks to domestic and international immigration.
According to the results of survey study, they said that when “child” and His/her “rights” are
mentioned, attention and awareness for “child” and his/her “rights” are perceived in a way adults
satisfy needs that may be described as physical, sportive or artistic rather than provision under the
scope of children’s rights and that there is no special knowledge or awareness regarding
Ombudsman for Children.
They stated that results are not of a quality to enable quantitative and qualitative generalisation.
However, there is improvement on the subject in comparison with before even if expected
improvement may not be made despite increasing efforts of the state which is party to convention
on the rights of the children and NGO’s, and it may be said that this shows there is much duty
falling to both the state and civil society.
They said that during the meeting with Union of Municipalities of Turkey (TBB) officials addressed
instructive importance of such activities for local governments which is important in accordance
with purpose and function of the study.
Ms/ Cakırcı and Mr. Yumurtacı stated that as young citizens performing this study having awareness
about entitlement to demand information from state agencies, contributed to their democratic
education and citizenship careers with many negative and positive experiences encountered at
relations they established with their efforts during the study may be deemed a significant gain not
only for them but for everyone.

4th Session Question – Answer
It was suggested that if posters are on display at every school, a significant number of applications
may be filed to the Ombudsman’s Office by children who have electronic access, are familiar with
technology; if high numbers of applications are filed and there is no return to the children for this
reason, these children may be lost, it was asked if they have any measure related to this.
 Ms. Serpil Çakın stated that they started to take children related complaints only from April
2014, not since establishment. She stated that when the office becomes more known,
complaints may increase, this may be compelling but while creating secondary legislations,
this should not prevent giving rights/expanding them. The office has a team with specialties
in various fields, other than this they can take support from the state. They may apply to the
parliament in the future to expand their own permanent staff. When the Ombudsman’s
Office becomes known, not only the child but also other areas may be very effective. She
stated that even though they expected most complaints in the fields of women and
children, the subjects they get most complaints are in the fields of state personnel regime
and economic financial development. They get support from agencies by transfer or they
can benefit from any support. Complaints in same subject could be combined as a single file
and answered joıntly. She stated that due to population density in Turkey, ombudsman
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work may not be carried with only 5 ombudsmen. Every agency may create an
Ombudsman’s Office in its own body; she stated as they experience they will create
suggestions for solutions.
It was asked if they have data about recognition of Ombudsman for Children. She said that out of a
total number of 138 complaints were received in 1.5 years when more people know about the office,
this number could be received in a week. It was asked how this could be dealt with and what could
be done for promotion.
 Ombudsman Ms. Çakın said that promotion is really a very important subject, working at
state level brings along lots of difficulties, for instance having a public service ad broadcast
during prime-time can be a problem. They paid visits to all media channels on the subject.
She expressed that the office must have stronger ties with the press, the solution is working
more. She stated that they need to cooperate with all stakeholders, this is a requirement.
An attendee stated that the Ombudsman’s Office is very promising and said that we cannot hear
some incidents related to prisoner children, how children staying in closed institutions may be aware
of the Ombudsman’s Office. Since it is complaint focused, he asked how children and especially
children with no family or visitors or from families with bad financial situation may reach the
Ombudsman’s Office.
 Ombudsman Ms. Çakın stated that they reach children staying in closed institutions. As
starting point they paid visits to juvenile correction centers, they held promotion and oneto-one meetings. She said that they have no trouble regarding reaching agencies. Actually,
public administration may not favor such visits, thinking that they are being audited;
however they explain themselves and corrected the situation. She said that they are not a
classical auditing mechanism; they are an office supporting the agencies. The Ombudsman’s
Office has in its essence describing accurate practices of administration, because you turn to
a citizen and tell them that the administration is right as an objective body as they have
access to information that others don’t, they ensure that citizen get answers. She said that if
right practice is carried out this is not a unilateral thing; they support both the citizen and
the governmental agencies. Ms. Çakın who stated that the children who do not have access
to internet should be able to reach them, when they can not reach, the ombudsman should
reach them. They only have an office in Ankara; they should have branch offices at all
provinces. Applications may be filed through governor’s or sub-governor’s offices, ways of
application through branch offices should be improved in the future.
Another attendee asked what subjects would be prioritized if an application is filed on behal f of a
child. The attendee questioned if children are property of the system, if the system and parents are
entitled to raise children as they wish. He went on saying that we cannot solve any problem related
to children without comprehending this, we still see children as objects, lots of problems will be
experienced unless child becomes a subject.
 She said that subject matters from this area are predominantly cleanliness of schools; that
teachers do not take care of them in class.
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Prof. Dr. Hakan Acar stated that short term solution to lots of problems lies in collaboration of
current Ombudsman’s Office with the NGO’s. He stated that a large number of NGO’s in Turkey
collect data related to violation of rights. Therefore, if a good connection is established, data flow
and accurate feedback will be provided to the agency easily. He stated that this is related to the
perspective of the Ombudsman’s Office towards NGO’s. If it opens up relation, it will get sufficient
feedback from civil society. He stated that anything beyond can be solved by establishment of a
structure that should be planned in medium term.
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18 November 2014
Day 2
SESSION 5
STRENGTHENİNG THE FUNCTİON OF THE OMBUDSMAN OFFİCE FOR THE
PROTECTİON AND PROMOTİON OF CHİLD RİGHTS İN TURKEY
Session Moderator: Ms. Serpil ÇAKIN, The Ombudsman’s Office Turkey - Ombudsman of Women,
Children & Disabled
The responsibilities NGO’s, Public Agencies and Media have to verbalize the violations of rights, the
omissions in policies and mechanisms in realization of articles in Children’s rights Convention; along
with proposing improvements for the Ombudsman’s Office in Turkey were addressed. At the same
time, results regarding applications at school on the complaints mechanisms, realization of
children’s justice seeking ways by, developing awareness in children about their rights and
internalizing their own rights were shared.

Reinforcing the Function of the Ombudsman’s Office for the Protection and
Promotion of Children’s rights in Turkey
Mr. Abdullah ÖZBAY, Director Ministry of Family and Social Policies- Children’s Rights Division
Mr. Özbay could not attend the symposium since he is abroad; we present a summary of his speech.
Duties and authorities of the coordinator agency in charge of enforcement and monitoring UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child in Turkey were transferred to General Directorate of Child
Services in the body of Ministry of Family and Social Policies (ASPB) in 2011. A separate department
has been created there relating to children’s rights with regulations performed in the scope of
executing works concerning children’s rights.
One of the important developments in terms of realizing children’s rights, with new Constitution
amendment agreed as a result of referendum of 2010, article 41 of the Constitution was reregulated under the title “Protection of Family and Children’s rights”, therefore the Constitution
contained the concept of “children’s rights”. Article 10 of the constitution amendment in question
provides that measures to be taken for child, the elderly, the handicapped, war and duty martyrs,
widows and orphans as well as the disabled and veterans will not be deemed breach of equality
principle, positive discrimination for at-risk groups in the society are supported.
In order to protect and disseminate children’s rights, draft “Turkey Children’s Rights Strategy”
Document was prepared in 2010 with participation of academics, public agencies and
organizations, non-governmental organizations and approximately 6200 children in collaboration
with Directorate General, Istanbul University, Child Foundation and TÜBİTAK, TÜSSİDE. Turkey
Children’s Rights Strategy Document, considers social position of all children in Turkey, for the
purpose of improving life standards. It contains improvement, protection and prevention necessary
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in accordance with government’s responsibility and liabilities . It assumes responsibility for
developing permanent and widespread programs that provide care and opportunities specific to
children under hard conditions. To this end it takes all legal and administrative measures
developing an integral policy and strategy at national scale, creation and implementation of
operation and action plan.
Within the scope of activities envisaged by the Strategy Document in question, in the context of
protection, dissemination of children’s rights in Turkey, learning, adopting, realizing principles and
provisions of CRC by adults and children, Children’s rights Committees established at every province
by General Directorate of Child Services (repealed SHÇEK) have been in operation since 2000. Each
provincial committee has two child delegates on behalf of member children, a boy and a girl.
Provincial Children’s rights Committees form an organization across the country ensuring child
participation. During preparation stage of “KDK Child Website” prepared by the Ombudsman’s
Office for children under scope of children’s rights, opinions and suggestions of children who are
members of Provincial Children’s rights committee were taken for contribution.
Our purpose is making our country a role model country with children who can take dreams to
reality, happiness to their faces, voices to stand.

Promoting the Function of the Ombudsman’s Office for Protecting and Promoting
the Children’s Rights
Ms. Feray SALMAN, NGO Representative, General Coordinator, Human Rights Joint Platform (IHOP)
Ms. Salman stated that establishment of a ministry, creation of a unit for protecting and monitoring
children’s rights within the ministry, efforts for establishment of a justice system for children are
very important in Turkey which ratified, became a party to Children’s rights Convention before lots
of conventions and made a promise to child citizens. However, while performing these activities, a
backbone should be established, perspective should be clarified, program strategies, strategy
related action plans should be set into motion for this, a programming based on children’s rights
should be established as a target.
Children’s rights in Turkey is a problematic area, currently Turkey has not a systematic monitoring
where records are made in respect of children, there is no study that introduce impact of policies
carried out on children, lack of any database that would put this into digital data is worrisome.
She stressed that an external auditor having constitutional power as an independent audit agency,
i.e. ombudsman that supervises performance of public administration especially in the field of
rights, protecting, improving human rights and freedoms, acting as a catalyzer on taking measures
preventative of violations is extremely important in existing situation of children’s ri ghts.
The Ombudsman’s Office is a public agency like Human Rights National Agency (IHUK) but the
systematic of evaluating acts of public administration, policy makers, and law enforcement officers
with a point of view based on human rights is extremely important. We have some guiding
principles at hand how such systematic would be most effective the most important of which is
Paris Principles. The Paris Principles cover guiding principles that are developed on the basis of a
experience which introduce guiding principles about how a working mechanism should be
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established, in particular how such independent supervise agencies should have a structure
regarding protection, improvement, realization of human rights. She stressed that not only public
administration, the Ombudsman’s Office, but also non-governmental organizations, academia,
media and local governments should regularly observe, consider such basic principles and in terms
of such principles getting stronger in the country, they should use legitimate tools and show best
efforts.
Ms. Feray Salman reminded and stressed Paris Principles in the sense of being foundation for group
work addressed the following titles in the afternoon:

 Independence, legally and by means of operational autonomy
Securing independence of agencies like KDK or IHUK legally and by means of operational autonomy
is very important. Ombudsman should not face any penal sanctions about subjects like who he
meets, what he talks with whom, what he wrote in his report; however applicable article of the law
does not provide this guarantee, it contains ambiguous expressions.

 Independence by means of financial autonomy

The agency should prepare his own budget, this budget must be secured to the maximum extent, it
would not be secured unless financial autonomy, adequate and constant funding guarantee is
given.

 Accessibility

Reminding the phrase “voice of the child” which is frequently used for ombudsman, she stated how
important accessibility is for children. Reminding that there are children from different social
groups, with different religioun, languages, with different sexual orientation; she mentioned right
of all such children to benefit equally from services offered by public administration to children. She
drew attention to the fact that a structure should be provided where children will not sustain loss
of right as a result of interventions. Including refugee children who entered into jurisdiction of this
state, she stated that resources and tools that would enable securing right of a ccess to ombudsman
by all children without any discrimination in a full sense should be provided to ombudsman. She
stated that recognition of the agency is very important in this respect; each child should know how
the agency works.
NGO’s play an important part in this process, civil society does not have any structure supervising
public administration, and it has its specific work dynamics, relations, and analyses. When
information generated by NGO’s meet with scientific findings and the aggrieved, it is transformed
into information that may not be reached anywhere else.
The ombudsman’s responsibility is not just hearing individual complaints and finding individual
solutions, ombudsman should have a point of view that may see root problems underlying under
such individual complaints. For this reason a structure receiving complaints like the Ombudsman’s
Office should see activities performed by civil society, to be in collaboration and communication
with them regularly.
She said that taking recommendations into consideration is very important with respect to the
Ombudsman’s Office; it is the most important tool for its credibility. Fulfillment of the
recommendations reinforces the relationship with the subject of right; also it is important in
showing the public administration’s respect for rights for which it is responsible regardless of a an
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ombudsman. Even without the Ombudsman, the public administration must pay maximum respect
to such recommendations, because even though recommendations may sound critical, they are
coming from independent, friend agencies and for the subject of the right holder.

Media’s Role in Promoting the Function of Ombudsman Office for Children’s Rights
Ms. Belma AKÇURA, Journalist - Media Ombudsman, Milliyet newspaper, Turkey
Ms. Akçura stated that there is a serious problem of lack of communication among nongovernmental organizations and media gave information in her speech about media ombudsman
and explained the position of ombudsman.
It would be problematic to explain the problem of children’s rights violations with statistics and
reports, on the other hand it is impossible to solve by dramatizing problems like media do. She said
that it is important for the media to watch its language in violations of children’s rights , she
expressed that problems should be solved without dramatization.
Media ombudsman is important. The approach to news and creation of accurate language to be
used while writing news is very important. She stated that, with respect to media, designating code
of ethics is not sufficient, when violations of children’s rights are in question, not only nongovernmental organizations but also journalists should not let news go, they should be followers to
the end.
She said that the Ombudsman’s Office is not sufficiently known either by newspapers, or children
and their families. Given that there is a serious audience in Istanbul where this agency which is
established with good faith cannot reach, it should be discussed how it would reach the rest of
Turkey.

Child Participation in the Realization of the Child’s Rights
Complaint Mechanisms in the Eyes of Children
Ms. Melda Akbaş Akboğa, Ms. Zeynep Kılıç, Istanbul Bilgi University Child Studies Unit (ÇOÇA)
Eyüp Center Middle School, Team for Searching Lost Rights
Workshop Volunteers: Mr. Cem Demirayak, Ms. Su Ripley Çangatin
Workshop Participants; Bekir, Berat, Buğra, Ercan, Güliz, İremnur, Kübra, Meltem, Pelin, Serdar,
Simge, Şevval, Vahit students at Grade 7, Eyüp Center Middle School
United Nations Convention on Children’s Rights holds children in person in addition to adults and
state, responsible for realization of Children’s Rights. Children, as a subject of right are liable to
ensure realization of their own rights, and when they sus tain a violation of right put up a struggle.
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However, of course the fact those children are “dependent” on adults both legally and socially even
if in gradually reduced forms according to age, means that while fulfilling this liability they are
dependent on regulations of adults and states. Therefore, another aspect of responsibilities carried
by states in realization of children’s rights is reinforcing children for protecting their own rights and
having means to realize this.
This study made for “Symposium on Children’s Rights Making the Children’s Rights A Reality:
Ombudsman for Children” focuses on researching what children know about right seeking
ways/complaint mechanisms expressed to be open to their participation for the purpose of
protecting their own rights and opportunities to exercise such complaints .
Under the scope of participation oriented activities currently maintained by Child Studies Unit at
Eyüp Center Middle School, a 5-week study related to complaint mechanisms right seeking ways
was planned and opened to voluntary participation of 7th grade students.
Nature of the study was explained to all 7th grades with a poster (Appendix 4) and applications of
students were taken with a form that enables them to express their expectations as well as reasons
for their desire for participation. The 5-week study each session of which lasted 1, 5 hours, was
performed from 17 October to 14 November 2014 with 12 students who volunteered to participate
in the study.
Since the students remained at the school after their classes to participate in the study, written
consent was obtained from their parents.
The children were told at the very beginning of the study that complaint mechanisms/right seeking
ways were to be framed around 4 basic questions in the process of the 5-week study and their
desire for participation was asked again. The 4 basic questions to be addressed during the study
were determined by workshop facilitators as follows;
 Over existing right seeking ways;
o Do the children know suchways complaint mechanisms?
o Can they reach these ways complaint mechanisms?
o Can they use such ways of complaint mechanisms?
 What kind of complaint mechanisms/right seeking ways would they want?
In accordance with the above questions, the following process was realized during weekly activities.
Weeks 1 and 2; after some talk about the concept of "claiming rights” small group activities were
realized upon potential 7 cases that may be sustained by children. If such incidents were sustained
by themselves or a friend they were asked how and where they would apply. Groups were asked to
prepare a poster for each case. During Week 2, the same cases were addressed and they
elaborated what other complaint mechanisms may be exercised.
Weeks 3 and 4; the team was divided into 3 small groups. While a team completed a survey to
obtain information from friends about complaint mechanisms, the other two teams experienced
filing an application for claiming rights via phone and Internet.
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As a result of the survey applied to 115 students from grades 5, 6, 7 and 8 the conclusion was that
children know the counseling and guidance service most as a ways of claiming rights (Appendix 5).
They resort toa this way the most. Besides, they deem Children’s Rights Centers of Bar Associations
a mechanism they can apply when and if they sustain a violation of right. On the other hand, both
at information level and level of usage in case of need, KDK Child (Çocuk)- the ombudsman office
was at the lowest level. One may conclude from the answers like “I do not think they will pay
attention to me”, “They do not pay attention because I am young” by children who failed to apply
ways of claiming rights that children do not feel strong enough to exercise ways of claiming rights .
Also from the answers “Did not need” by the largest majority the children are not sufficiently aware
of their rights and violations of rights they sustain.
Most of the time it was hard for the children to use different ways of claiming rights they
attempted to access via phone and internet (Alo 147, Alo 183, White Desk, Istanbul Bar Association
Children’s Rights Center, Report Web and KDK Child) compelled the children most of the time.
Without support from adults executing the study, probability of carrying through any of such
application is rather low. The general evaluation of children following phone calls and internet
applications they made are as follows, in their own words:








“ They ask our ID details”
“We cannot reach definite results”
“We could not get a full answer to our question”
“We do not feel safe”
“Instead of helping us, they send us to various places”
“They bore us”
“They should not expect us to know their specialties. They should talk in language we can
understand.”

The one which was most easly reached and the most accessible among such experiences became
KDK Child. As stated in the response obtained from KDK Child, in order to overcome problems like
asking ID details etc. which children stated as a problem, the agency said they contacted the
children who applied to them via the telephone or e-mail to get detailed information.
Week 5; during last week of the study, the team was asked to split into 2 small groups. The team
which worked on internet and KDK Child page during previous weeks rendered their evaluations
regarding this page into written form (Appendix 6). The other team worked on a more child friendly
way of claiming rights and created a phone line suggestion called Alo 185 differing in that it is
located in every school and responsers are children. This alternative way clearly shows that children
are in need of an easily accessible tool, both physically and qualitatively.

Conclusion
This study group designed to take experience of ways of claiming rights in the eyes of children to
Symposium on Children’s Rights Making the Children’s Rrights A Reality: Ombudsman for Children
contains primary information and suggestions regarding children’s ways of claiming rights .
However, it is a study that needs to be replicated in a long-term process and should include by
participation groups of children from different group of needs. What is observed in the whole
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process is that existing ways of complaint mechanisms do not encourage children to exercise them,
and it fails to give answer in full sense to needs of those who attempt to do so. Although ways of
claiming rights are also open to the children theoretically, children are not informed about such
tools. Application or feedback processes are not regulated suitably for children. That is, if we go
back to basic questions of this small study, children do not know complaint mechanisms, they reach
with great difficulty to those they know, and when they reach they do not feel safe, they do not
understand or think that they are understood.
Even though children have very little knowledge, KDK Child has the arrangement closest to children.
However, as much as seen, KDK Child has deficiencies regarding reaching different groups of
children. KDK Child’s reaching children through schools emerged as a requirement. This should not
be a one way process, KDK Child taking in feedback regularly from children about its work will
increase participation of the agency and will also ensure that children are reinforced in realization
of their rights.
The actual proposal for claiming rights developed by children who attended the study as an
alternative is clear that – obviously, is not really alternative- children learn better through their
peers and they can more easily have confidence in their peers. This informa tion should be
considered for regulations to be made to open existing ways of claiming rights to usage of children.
Informing children about ways of claiming rights and gaining experience would facilitate
dissemination of this information.
KDK Child is the first right seeking way regulated specifically for children. KDK transforming its
system to a more participative and accessible structure with respect to children would set an
example for other public agencies open to applications of children. Considering the function of the
Ombudsman’s Office creating a bridge between citizens and public administration, one should not
forget that improvement to be made about rights of “child citizens” is among its responsibilities.

The Foundation for the Advancement of Counselling in Education (YÖRET) A Good
Practice of Child Participation for the Realization of Child’s Rights in Schools
Mr. Ramazan Kuruçay, Psychological Guidanc & Counselor the Ombudsman’s Office in the eye of
YÖRET foundation
School psychological and guidance counselor Mr. Ramazan Kuruçay in his presentation titled “The
Foundation for the Advancement of Counseling in Education (YÖRET) Child Participation for the
Realization of Child’s Rights in Schools and Model Practices” gave information about the Project
From Peaceful School to Communal Peace as a model practice for child participation in the
realization of child’s rights. He stated that this project developed by YÖRET Foundation, executed
with financial support from the Swedish Consulate emerged with the idea of creating a “peaceful
school” environment purged from environments of violence, discrimination, and abuse. The project
was realized for the purpose of strengthening culture of democratic school at pre-school and
primary schools. He stated that in order that the Ombudsman office may be established as a
culture, it is necessary to introduce this concept to young children groups, have them discuss and
think about it.
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Mr. Kuruçay stated that counseling services at schools serve as mediators a mong school
administration and students and their families. They base their work on the principle of objectivity,
make evaluations by conducting research, when necessary write reports to the administration and
child related agencies; we should remember that counseling services are an area of ombudsman in
educational settings. He stated that, when children have a problem they go to the psychological
and guidance counselors at schools, the places they contact first to benefit from opportunities
provided by state are these offices. Guidance Counselors play the part of educational and social
ombudsmen, and they work like ombudsmen.
He emphasized that YÖRET foundation’s supporting psychological andguidance counselors is very
important given that guidance counselors work with substantial numbers of children and their
families. As a result of support and training provided to guidance counselors, they can consider
child problems from distinct windows; they can help them to benefit from state facilities better. In
addition to this, they also support families. They receive various trainings intended for teachers and
with various activities they help sustaining children’s rights. Being committed to best interests of
the child, they provide reports on various subjects to school administrations and other relevant
public agencies.
He reminded that psychological/guidance counselors who work objectively and scientifically
especially according to guidance/counseling ethical rules provide details of abused students only to
relevant parties and this is very important. He said that with projects maintained at by the MEB
(Ministry of National Education) they can reach many children and families, and obtain significant
results, in this respect he mentioned benefits of training provided to psychological counselors,
guidance counselors.
He attracted attention to the finding revealed by the study where, prior to the Symposium, from
September to October 2014, 10 school psychological counselors who took part in previous Project
from “From Peaceful School to Communal Peace” of YÖRET Foundation. They studied children’s
rights and expectations of children from adults and the state by using art activities and games with
children at schools. He expressed that when awareness raising about children’s rights continues,
children can claim their rights or participate more actively. He said that children who participated in
awareness studies about children’s rights can better express their own wishes and opinions in
comparison to those who did not. Further methods suitable to child language by using games and
art are more beneficial for awareness and child participation activities. (Information emerged
during such activities was also shared at 5 th Working Group of the Symposium by school
psychological/guidance counselors who took part in these activities).
In conclusion, he stated that in order that Ombudsman office may be established as a culture,
psychological/guidance counselors may contribute by introducing children to methods of defending
rights by starting at young ages, using games and art activities expressing in child language,
ensuring their active participation and thinking on the subject.
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5th Session Question – Answer
It was asked where a child abused at school may be referred to. It was stated that there are units
like Child Human Center, Child Office but these are not synchronized. It was asked if agencies like
National Education, Ministry of Health have a joint platform on this subject, he stated that it
remains a question mark where a child abused at school could be referred to.
 Ms. Feray Salman answered this question. She stated that ombudsman cannot fix
everything, but points out the problems. She mentioned in protection of a child, whoever is
included in definition of protection process of that children (at home or school), all agencies
involved (Forensic Medicine Agency, Ministry of Justice, Child Human Center, monitoring,
police, social services specialist at police, social service child’s unit SHÇEK specialist) have
responsibility and liability. She stated that it is important what is taken as a basis within
backbone of policies created by state and who share responsibility and liability around such
backbone. Accordingly while making such a strategic plan, determining the matter of who
has liability to protect child at the outside while making such a strategic plan should be
taken into consideration. What falls into account of ombudsman is whether these
arepresent or not, seeing missing part here, ensure its visibility, to recommend, monitor if
recommendation is fulfilled or not, if not to bring this issue to agenda of policy maker, law
maker in terms of results as much as possible and ensure granting high priority. She said
that where this coordination is not present, nothing can be done to children’s rights from
outside, because in case of a situation involving children, solely child related protection
measures, preventive measures can be taken into center of a cooperation which is multicomponent, multi-responsibility and contains different liabilities. She mentioned an
accurate look may be taken to the matter of child participation in life, this is a prerequisite.
She emphasized that it is all about how much the Ombudsman’s Office would see this as
such a must prerequisite.
Another attendee who reviewed brochure of the Ombudsman’s Office stated that the phrase “we
expect from you to share this problem experienced with administrations with relevant
administration first, if you think that your problem is not solved still, your applying to us” targets
children but given that even complaint boxes at schools do not work properly and soundly, this is a
matter that should be overemphasized. He stated that in order to have a better understanding of
expectations from NGO’s, he wants to know what short-medium and long term targets are.
 Ombudsman Ms. Çakın stated that they just started to talk these, discussing those issues
and mentioned that children’s rights is a very special and extensive field, collaboration is
required, they may jointly set targets, in the meaning of expanding and extending these; she
is always open to communication.
It was stated that especially radio must definitely be included in mass media. Further, she stated
that problems experienced in schools are problems that must be studied by inspector system of
Ministry of National Education; people may confuse what ombudsman should do and what
inspectors should do.
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 Ms. Feray Salman stated that internal inspectors of public administration, ministries have
disposition and liable to perform duty of supervise within public administration but this is
internal supervision, the ombudsman is entitled to supervise that as well as inspector.
 Mr. Ramazan Kuruçay stated that he wishes to answer this question by addressing current
events. Given Ermenek, Soma and the lift accident in Mecidiyeköy, he stated that there
were some inspectors there but people should accept criticism about how they execute
their occupations, may be the ombudsman could underline such problems; it would be very
beneficial with respect to paying attention, with respect to creating distinctiveness. He
stated that someone outside of state should point this out.
 Ombudsman Ms. Çakın stated that while the ombudsman is an external, independent eye;
one side should be public administration. She stated that in some international examples,
ombudsman may also supervise private organizations. The structure in Turkey only allows
superviseing real and legal persons providing public service, if this falls within the law it can
supervise.
 Ms. Çakın also addressed the problem of requesting T.R. ID number from children while
applying to the Ombudsman’s Office. She stated that studies performed with children and
narrated in the symposium are very beneficial, they would benefit from them.
She stated that while conducting these studies, they thought about what questions should
be posed to children. However, there are some legal requirements, they are a public agency
and they have legislation, there are some issues bound by laws. She stated that they tried
hard to ask few questions as possible to children on application, to ask questions to ensure
that they apply to themselves but T.R. ID number is a legal requirement.
She expressed that the phrase consumption of administrative application contained in the
brochure is not a very accurate definition, how child would apply to administration is
another problem. She stated that they try to go beyond boundaries, but they are under
obligation to put some things, there are required and optional fields at application sheet,
they asked everyone while they were working on application sheet, required information
are necessary in terms of return. She stated that they could keep a child’s application
confidential, social services specialists definitely return.
Realization of conclusions/suggestions that will rise here is very critical for those working in the field
of children’s rights. There are a certain set of problems, like accessing to children, expressions
included in decisions, demands for getting strong etc. Actually there is one opportunity, it was said
that a law amendment is prepared in April, and there is such an activity to expand the field of effect
and authority, it was asked whether the Ombudsman’s Office intend to include NGO’s in these
processes, what would be done with conclusions here, how this process will be built.
 Ombudsman Ms. Çakın stated that they are always open to collaboration with NGO’s, in the
sense of legislation she is for getting together.
Another attendee asked child providers, during their work with children, if communications of
children, their efforts to express themselves are in their specific languages or language of an adult.
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She asked if children have freedom of talking in language specific to their age within their own
reality, and how were adults’ language languages.
She stated that in May, Tarlabaşı Community Center organized a Children’s rights Workshop and
invited children. She asked if there are opportunities other than internet to access the Ombudsman’s
Office, are there any plans concerning children who do not have access to the internet.
Ms. Cakın stated that there is opportunity of application by several methods not just
internet, application can be made by going to governor’s or sub-governor’s office or via mail
as well.

WORKING GROUPS
Symposium on Children's Rights Making the Children’s rights a Reality: Ombudsman for Children
went on with working groups where invited participants shared their experiences and information
interactively and made contribution. 5 important elements in making the children’s rights a reality
namely media, local governments, child participation, those working with children collaboration of
NGO’s and Public administration were handled in 5 working groups. Working groups enabled the
attendees to create intellectual output that would contribute to the improvement of the
Ombudsman’s Office in realization of children’s rights and making suggestions.
On the second day of Symposium on Children's Rights Making the Children’s rights a Reality:
Ombudsman for Children, the attendees were divided into five working groups and discussed:
 Role of local governments in realization of children’s rights
 Role of media in realization of children’s rights
 Role of public administration and non-governmental organizations in realization of
children’s rights
 Mechanisms for child participation
 Child participation ın the eyes of those working with children

WORKING GROUP 1
ROLE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Facilitators: Ms. Ewa HOLLÉN, Ombudsman, Botkyrka Municipality in Sweden,
Ms. Neşe Şahin, Assist. Prof. Maltepe University
Reporter: Ms. Neşe Şahin
Purpose of Working Group:
Acting on the question of position of local governments in Turkey in terms of caring for children and
making them visible; to discuss potential function of improving Ombudsman for Children system in
local governments in realization of children’s rights, and to introduce what may be demanded from
local governments.
The question “what may be role of local governments in establishment of Ombudsman for Children
in Turkey?” was attempted to be answered by opening up with the following questions.
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1. What is the function of local governments in Turkey in protection and realization of
children’s rights?
2. What is carried out for children with the existing local services?
3. Is there children’s rights awareness/sensitivity, most important of all information are such
services offered/maintained?
4. Is there child participation at boards of local governments which are elected?
5. Can local governments, while planning the city, view from a child friendly perspective?
6. How visible are children in local environments (streets, parks, green spaces etc.)?
The attendees summarized the current situation in Turkey as follows:
• Generally in Turkey any service intended for children are offered by central government,
responsibilities of a local government for offering services are very restricted by law,
• When we check what is done at level of local governments, mainly consultancy services are
provided, this is extremely limited, activities can be denominated as trips, summer schools ,
scout camps, and even if limited, pre-school education etc. social and cultural events,
• There are Child Councils but not every municipality has such councils, participation and
representation of children is extremely limited,
• In planning locations especially green spaces and parks at a local basis, child participation is
not ensured, to the contrary children are ignored,
• When we check strategic plans or annual reports of local administrations, works planned in
connection with children are limited to the level of socio-cultural activities.
Questions:
1. At local governments; what are the obstacles for Ombudsman for Children?
• A reason for the fact that services at local governments are little both quantitatively and
qualitatively is that local governments do not assume responsibility on this subject, local
governments are extremely political structures
• Municipalities are not strong enough in provision of services like education or healthcare or
home care including social services, consultancy and psycho-social services are gradually
developing, they are few in numbers as well,
• Lack of informed, trained, sensitive qualified personnel on children’s rights personnel at
relevant units of municipalities
• Points of view of elected executives, mayors and city council members to human rights in
general and children’s rights specifically
• Citizenship awareness service demand and awareness of right is undeveloped in general
• In budget planning, failure to allocate a budget intended for children, the problematic if
budgets allocated are spent for children in reality
2. As factors facilitating establishment of Ombudsman for Children in local governments
• Establishment of Ombudsman for Children in local governments would provide ease of
access, ease of reach to presentation of services at local basis, solution of problems
• Inter-agency collaboration is easier at local level, making negotiations at local level not at
ministry level for solving a problem
• Political structure we see as an obstacle may also be used as an advantage; such politic
structure may be affected by policy making.
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•

•
•
•

With respect to establishment of Ombudsman for Children in local governments or
conducting more business with respect to children’s rights, legislation should allow them,
even if they are not rendered liable by legislation, there should be no restrictive factor
Allocating sources at local level with respect to financial sources should be easier than
allocating sources at central budget,
There should be plenty of work to do that may be performed by setting local resources in
motion without requiring sources
Ability to generate demand, generating demand from both children and parents and
occupational groups that work with children, it should be easier to convey this to politicians
at local level

Suggestions:
What can be done in current legal situation?


The Ombudsman’s Office should be definitely established at local governments in order to realize
children’s rights. While claiming rights of children, there are agencies they know very well like white
desk and bar associations, such a structure may be founded in terms of both accessibility and
recognition. It may be ensured that unit of Ombudsman for Children is established by some
municipalities

 Executing lobby activities in collaboration with NGO’s, media and academy, it may be
ensured that units of Ombudsman for Children are established by some municipalities.
 Especially with support and contribution from NGO’s operating in the field of children’s
rights, it may be ensured that Child Councils become active and common.
 Local governments may organize trainings and activities intended for information and
raising awareness for children and parents about children’s rights in general
In the long term:


Demanding that healthcare, education, social services, home care etc. basic services are provided at
local level in Turkey, making legal and administrative regulations accordingly. Provision from local
such services which are closely associated with protection of human rights and child ren’s rights is
important in the sense that they are more accessible, reachable and superviseable.

 Suggestion could be made for establishment of data collection and monitoring mechanisms
including Strategic Plans regarding establishment of Ombudsman for C hildren in Turkish
association of municipalities; rendering children’s rights more visible at local level, building
services based on children’s rights.

WORKING GROUP 2
MEDIA’S ROLE
Facilitator: Ms. Belma AKÇURA, Milliyet Newspaper
Reporter: Mr. Yüce Yöney
Purpose of Working Group:
Power and function of Media in communicating social problems to the society and discussing
proposals of solution in democratic establishments is important. While media mediates in
supervising public administration at every field i.e. fulfillment of the Ombudsman’s Office duty, it
has a function reaching agreement over claiming rights through Media Ombudsman for problems
between media and audience. While media offers to the society every news item and incident,
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negative or positive, related to children, it should have criteria that care about children’s rights and
best interests, directly or indirectly, and it should consider such rights.
Media which is a simultaneous source of reference for anyone with incidents , it reflects, is also a
great source of attention and reference with respect to Ombudsman for Children. Media which
prepares some sort of infrastructure for Ombudsman for Children also has a function providing that
the Ombudsman’s Office performs its duty independent from administration and neutrally.
Media, encoder of mass culture in wide sense, having children’s rights awareness with respect to
mass training increases its responsibility and importance of its function on an institutional basis.
Questions:
1. What are the mistakes in media related to children’s rights? What is their origin?
2. To what extent Media benefited for common understanding of basic concepts of Children’s
rights?
3. Has media awareness reached a common perception in terms of concepts like Child
Participation, Child Usage, and Best Interests of Child?
4. Does Ombudsman for Children operate as a subsidiary of the body of the Ombudsman’s
Office which has been operating for three years in the country since 2011? Does it have a
function independent of ombudsman? And does it have any special initiatives?
5. Does the Ombudsman’s Office have initiative of handling and superviseing without
application for settlement of child problems which are disclosed by media?
6. What activities are carried out to present Ombudsman for Children to attention of the
society?
7. What kind of an information and operational relationship has Ombudsman for Children with
media?
Suggestions:
The Working Group stated that they are looking for answers to their questions acting on the fact
that while relations are established between Ombudsman for Children and media, mutual benefit
relationship/principle can be pursued.
 It was stated that in order to overcome the problem of inability to act without application,
media could be used, and media relations may be tapped. It was stated that ombudsman
may employ a media watch group in its body that has a Children’s Right perspective, this
group may determine many violations of rights against children which appear in press,
likewise it may determine violations of right committed by media.
 It was stated that if the Ombudsman’s Office may not employ permanent staff for this, it
may contact NGO’s who does that, have done or may be candidate to do and benefit from
such relationship.
 Upon determination of violations of right appearing in media by media watch group,
children’s rights units of bar associations envisaged to be in close relation with the
Ombudsman’s Office may file a criminal complaint and create judicial and legitimate ground
for the agency to act.
 However, it was stressed that the demand necessary for the Ombudsman’s Office to act
without need for application should be maintained persistently.
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 It was stated that there is a problem related to recognition and familiarity of the
Ombudsman’s Office, this may be deemed an indicator that the agency cannot use media
effectively. It was stated that this situation may be reversed; media may offer a better
ground to increase recognition, creation of mechanisms for access to the agency. It was
stated that it would not be hard to demand places to be allocated at pages or programs of
media organizations for an agency a foot of which is inside state mechanism. Many fields
like banners that may be posted at websites or small ad places that may be allocated at
newspapers can be built as a step taken in this direction. It was stated that not only
recognition, more importantly it may be evaluated in the scope of mechanism of access to
the agency.
 It was stated that capability of using media by its position can provide other advantages to
the Ombudsman’s Office, if the Ombudsman’s Office considers that it could not get the
result it wishes in the event of any violation of right or for instance if advisory decision failed
to result in expected outcome, it may bring up the subject to the agenda through media. It
was stated that if bureaucratic mechanisms are consumed for benefit of child and desired
point may not be reached, the agency may notify media and benefit from power of media, it
may easily use media for settling the problem in creating public opinion.
 Finally, it was stated that it would be valuable also to treat local media importantly and get
support from local media as much as mainstream. It was said that in the process of creating
and executing media relations of the Ombudsman’s Office, this approach may provide
benefit to the Ombudsman’s Office and children in the end.

WORKING GROUP 3
ROLE OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR AND NGO’S
Facilitator: Mr. Adem Arkadaş – THIBERT, International Children’s Center (ICC)
Reporter: Mr. Cem Demirayak
Purpose of Working Group: is to ensure that both public administration and representatives of
non-governmental organizations deliberate about how they can be more effective in ensuring the
protection of the best interests of children while public administration and non-governmental
organizations communicate with the Ombudsman’s Office and while conducting their own
operations.
Questions:
Group work was based on 2 questions:
 What are shortcomings we observe at public administration, non-governmental
organizations and local governments in the operation of the Ombudsman for Children?
 What proposals of solution we can bring for such shortcomings?
What affects the Ombudsman’s Office structure?
It was discussed that basic problem is related to hierarchical social structure and that concept of
democracy is not well-established. It was mentioned that even if there is a hierarchical structure,
there is lack of a whole of coordinated structures, agencies in the society, state and NGO’s do not
intersect. It was said that increasing agencies in number is not a solution, there is no thinking on the
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basis of needs, and there is no action plan and strategy where all stakeholders rel ated to children
participate.
It was stated that awareness of claiming rights is lacking both within public administration and
society, there is need for awareness related to that claiming rights is something basic. It was said
that increasing awareness in public administration on this subject may be possible with promoting
functions of the Ombudsman’s Office, in this way sanction power of recommendations of the
Ombudsman’s Office may increase.
It was said that confusion of concepts should be precluded; importance of clear definitions and
descriptions was touched upon.
It was said that there are 6 ombudsmen in total, the Ombudsman’s Office is actually responsible for
5 areas including women, children, the handicapped, healthcare and tourism, even if such fields
coincide, they should be seperate, NGO’s demand an independent and separate Ombudsman for
Children.
Deficiencies of public administration and NGO’s are evaluated as follows:
 There are deficiencies in education and curriculum; education on human rights does not take
much place in schools.
 It was stated that accessibility for all children is out of question, activities should not be
conducted only for healthy children, access to the Ombudsman’s Office by disadvantaged
children, children with different development should also be considered.
 It was stated that while children’s rights are handled, an emotional approach should not be
taken, Children’s rights Convention should be taken as a basis. It was stated that there is a
structural problem, increasing number of ombudsman, rendering it accessible is not sufficient,
legislation does not have an approach for protecting value of human, best interests of child are
not pursued, there is no protection giving priority to children, while laying down a la w it is
passed with reflexes for defending public officials first, actually each public official is a human
rights advocate.
 There is no mechanism of watching that would ensure to check if the problem is systemic or
not,
 There are factors which tie hands of public administration as well, it cannot afford to comply
with advisory decision, its human resources and budget is not sufficient,
 Public administration has an attitude and mentality that do not accept mistakes and not open to
criticism.
 It was said that lack of developed monitoring mechanisms on the side of NGO’s and lack of
collaboration from planning reduce qualification of NGO’s in his process.
Proposals for solution :
Gaining awareness and training:
o It was stated that children’s rights subject should be delivered to child in a more
systematic manner, a course on children’s rights may be added to curriculum at
schools,
o In schools, especially psychological counselor and guidance counselors have
facilitating and guiding roles, NGO’s may gain awareness to psychological counselor
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and guidance counselors about the Ombudsman’s Office, they may promote and
announce existence of the agency, in this way students and parents may also be
reached,
o There are various profession groups working for children, mingling with them, while
studying for their professions they may also study children’s rights, this education
may start at university period and spread at the process.
The Ombudsman’s Office should establish a preventive system prioritizing child, there is
need for a child protection system which looks at child in entirety, containing all
occupational groups,
Major part of the problem arise from the lack of planning, NGO’s should be involved in
planning process – short, medium and long term planning,
Roles of NGO’s is regularly transmitting to ombudsman any complaint and deficiency they
observe related to children, sending their reports to the Ombudsman’s Office, in this
manner contributing to formation of knowledge accumulation there
The Ombudsman’s Office should not just operate with individual applications, there is need
for developing a monitoring mechanism that would ensure to check if a problem is a
systemic problem, there are platforms emerged under necessity, they should be consulted
first so that the Ombudsman’s Office is not case oriented, collaboration with NGO’s is
possible, they can look for solutions together to demands and complaints,
Subject should, as first step go to the agency providing erroneous service with which he/she
experiences problem, if problem may not be solved, one may go to Ombudsman, NGO’s
may act as a pressure group in such situations,
The Agency should work with other sources like NGO’s, NGO’s should be involved in
supervise process, agencies should gain habit of collaboration with non-governmental
organizations,
Children’s rights is an extensive field, it requires many specialties since it is divided into
different sub-headings, there may be a mixed structure under each heading, there must be
a team working multi-disciplinary basis including people who are not limited to experience
of work at public administration who also have experience of work at civil society,
Every agency may take child protective actions internally, agencies may have their own
ombudsmen, many channels like boxes of wish and complaint should be used,
Secluded agencies should be more transparent, there should be watching mechanisms in
between before ombudsman,
About accessibility, one may apply to the Ombudsman’s Office through governor’s and subgovernor’s office, but it is open to question to what extent such agencies are open to child.
It was stated that we should consider local measures and solve problems at local level.
o Synchronized work with local administrations at units which have direct contact with
children like family counseling unit was suggested. It was specified that each agency
should have intra-agency supervise mechanism about child sensitivity.
o It was stated that according to Ministry of Family and Social Policies, every province
has a Children’s rights Committee consisting of 2 children, one may negotiate with
them and ensure participation of children or children’s participation may be ensured
through family health centers, headman offices, family counselors.
If there are new designs and modifications with respect to operation of the Ombudsman’s
Office, it was suggested that from the very beginning, child, public administration and non-
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governmental organizations should work together in cooperation in planning part and do
planning together in collaboration.
 It was stressed that introductory mechanisms for the Ombudsman’s Office are very
important, it was stated that radio in particular may be very effective in gaining awareness
for people. Children in closed correctional facilities should be able to send mail to the
Ombudsman’s Office, relevant opportunities should be provided.
It was mentioned that feedback could be taken from children and this should be possible at
any stage, importance of taking assessment from children at points where Child
Ombudsman may reach in particular.

WORKING GROUP 4
MECHANISMS FOR THE CHILD PARTICIPATION
Facilitator: Ms. Zeynep Kılıç, Ayşe Beyazova, ÇOÇA
Reporte: Ms. Latife Özgüleryüz
The most important step in development and dissemination of children’s rights is presence of
mechanisms specific to children where children may apply in case of any violation of right in
addition to children’s being aware of their rights. Such mechanisms should be known and usable by
children. Ensuring child participation in both developing and assessing mechanisms related to this is
required.
Purpose of Working Group:
Is thinking together about mechanisms by which opinions of children may be taken regularly within
public administration in Turkey and in the development of the Ombudsman’s Office specifically,
how they may be realized and develop suggestions.
Following questions were benefited to steer discussion:
 What are challenges/opportunities in ensuring child participation in Turkish public
administration?
 What are the mechanisms children may apply to in case their rights are violated? Are such
mechanisms known and useable by children?
 What may be the responsibilities of the Ombudsman’s Office about ensuring child
participation? What is the place occupied by child participation within activities of the
Ombudsman’s Office?
 What kind of regulations can be made to ensure that all mechanisms and specifically the
Ombudsman’s Office take opinions of children regularly? What kinds of alternative
mechanisms may be developed?
Acting on discussions at the Symposium for a day and half, the working group developed following
suggestions to increase participation of children in operation of the Ombudsman’s Office.
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 LAW amendment
As we learnt during the Symposium, there is a probability of amendment to the Ombudsman’s
Office law. In new version of the law, it is important to create a structure suita ble to children’s
rights and child participation. For this:
o The Ombudsman for Children should be arranged as a separate structure. The work
area to be expressed at next step could only be realized when an ombudsman
system specific to children is established.
o Even if a separate Ombudsman for Children is not established with law amendment,
new law or new regulation should contain a mechanism envisaging and regulating
children’s participation. The purpose “Ensuring children’s participation in decision
making processes related to children’s rights” set out at I. Children’s rights National
Strategy and Action Plan scheduled to be realized by 2017 (specifically the purpose
no. 2.1.2) makes this obligatory.
o One of necessary phrases at the new regulation depending on new law is that
regulating an application system specific to children. The current Regulation
guarantees making such arrangements for application by the handicapped
individuals with article 15 but it does not contain any phrase intended for children.
This shortcoming must be rectified.
 Re-defining and developing Working Area
Currently the Ombudsman’s Office can intervene only upon “complaint”. This structure has two
types of problems. First, “complaint” mechanism is not adequately suitable for children; second,
only “complaint” mechanism is not sufficient for child participation and development of children’s
rights. Suggestions of the working group are:
o “Complaint” concept does not bear a positive meaning in child language. Further, it
is not a concept suitable for an approach based on rights. For this reason, use of the
concept NOTICE is suggested. Further, this concept should be filled in a manner
specific to children. In the existing practice, children can apply to the Ombudsman’s
Office through the webpage or phone. But, information taken from children show
that this system does not allow children to apply easily. Therefore, opinions and
consultancy should be taken from distinctive children and the system should be
rendered suitable for children. For instance, children suggested establishing a hot
line specific to them to which children reply. Work is needed to take such
suggestions from children and realize the same.
o It is required to expand working area of the Ombudsman’s Office beyond notice. The
Ombudsman’s Office in charge of children;
 Should be in charge of extending children’s rights at society level;
 Should work to transform perception of child which sees children as dependent,
weak, uninformed - inexperienced;
 Could act ex officio regarding what children experience and violations of rights,
should do research and monitoring studies for this;
 Should follow agenda of children, take opinions regularly from children;
 Should provide consultancy to public officials for regulations and
implementations to be made concerning children;
 Should be an advocate in the field of children’s rights.
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 Reinforcing the Ombudsman’s Office in the field of children’s rights
In order that the Agency can perform the above-mentioned in line with children’s rights, it needs to
be reinforced in a manner to contain the following:
 The Ombudsman’s Office staff should have sufficient equipment in the field of
children’s rights and child participation;
 Relationship with local government should be kept at top level, a system which
would render such relationship regular should be established;
Relationship with NGO’s operating in the field of children should be kept at top level; a
system which would render such relationship regular should be established.
 Information activities intended for children
Studies performed indicate that children do not recognize the Ombudsman’s Office, those who
recognize do not have sufficient information. The first stage of ensuring child participation is a
child’s having sufficient information about the agency and system. Suggestions of working group to
establish an information system suitable for children are as follows:
 Any tool promoting the agency and its functions should contain language and
method specific to children;
 Children can learn from their peers most easily. Therefore, support can be taken
from child volunteers for promotion of the agency. (Here while taking voluntary
support from children, activities suitable for child participation should be made.
Otherwise, very adverse results like “using” children may emerge.)
 Films intended for children can be prepared for promoting the Agency and its
functions. These may be disseminated by means of social media and national
channels.
 Education system can form a media suitable for promotion. Informing teachers –
adding necessary information into curriculum about subjects related to the
agency can be considered for this.
 Existing child participation mechanisms should be used in order to take opinions of
children regularly and new mechanisms should be activated for reaching distinctive
children. For his reason, establishment of similar mechanism in different areas is
necessary.
o Schools have student councils and children’s rights / human rights clubs. These
structures can be converted into mechanisms that would provide information to the
Ombudsman’s Office, deliver opinions of children by improvement suitable to child
participation.
Further, same practices like peer mediation, suitable structures for taking opinions of
children can be created.
In parallel to this, “child ombudsmen” system may be developed. Suggestions of
children show that they trust more to people they feel close and they can more
easily convey their opinions or violations they sustain. “Child ombudsmen” could be
reinforced about children’s rights and ways of seeking remedies, and they can be
“messengers” that would reach to other children via schools and convey their
opinions to the Ombudsman’s Office.
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o Municipalities contain Child Councils within City Councils. Child councils form suitable
media to create child opinion at a local level and contain opinions of very different
children.
o There are children’s rights committees at province and district level. These structures
are of importance since they are organized across all Turkey. By strengthening them
and regulating their responsibilities for taking opinion of children, getting notice
about claiming rights, they can be converted to a structure that would support the
Ombudsman’s Office.
Other than all these “public” structures, there are organizations in civilian area where opinion of
children may be obtained. Child associations which are few in numbers and NGO’s operating in
child field pretty much in number can act as a mediator for improving opinions of distinctive
children and conveying to the Ombudsman’s Office.

WORKING GROUP 5
CHILD PARTICIPATION IN THE EYES OF CHILD PROVIDERS
Facilitator: Ms. Nermin Çiftçi Arıdağ, Assist Prof. Yıldız Technical University
Reporter: Ms. Deniz Özdikmenli
Another important element in realization of Children’s rights is that children are becoming aware of
having rights of their own and being able to participate in decisions concerning them. Child
Providers are people working for improvement of such awareness and prompting child protection
mechanisms when rights of children are violated.
Purpose of this Working Group:
Is discussing what function the Ombudsman for Children may have in protection and realization of
children’s rights from eyes of child providers and seeking ways of developing elements that
increase participation in decisions by children about matters that concern them. It is targeted to
share experiences based on practices regarding how participation of children may happen
effectively to contribute to development of ombudsman.
The question what kind of a role is possible for child participation in settling ombudsman for
children in Turkey and child providers in expressing needs of children in Turkey is to be expanded
with following questions and attempted to be answered.
Discussion Questions:
1. What are obstacles affecting children’s participation in the process and suggestions for solution?
2. What may be contribution of child providers in recognition, functionality of the Ombudsman’s
Office in Turkey, ways of application, participation of child in the process and access?
3. What may be expectations of children and child providers from the Ombudsman for Children?
4. What may be contribution of the Ombudsman’s Office in prevention of child abuse in realization
of children’s rights? Expectations and suggestions?
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Introduction:
The session started with acquaintance, then the facilitator shared the 4 questions which would be
studied in small groups. Attendees were divided into small groups paying ayyention to be
homogenous. Groups were granted a total duration of 50 minutes to discuss each question and
convert emerging ideas into a visual material (Appendix 8). Each group used 10 minutes for
presentations and feedbacks received were reflected to report in relevant area.
SMALL GROUP PRESENTATIONS:
Presentation 1:
Group spokesman summarized the study through two posters they had prepared, as follows.
First poster addresses the title “obstacles”.
 There are children reached and not reached at schools. They are not aware, not only the
Ombudsman’s Office but even their rights or concept of right.
 Actually we think that this concept is new also for representatives of the agencies.
 Turkish laws and/or regulations do not contain deterrent practices for undesirable behavior
such as use of excessive force or early marriage which is an important obstacle.
 The fact that specialists have incomplete information on the subject matter is a factor
making the process difficult.
“Recommendations” is presented via second poster.
 Cartoons and caricatures in children language, suitable for their level which they can easily
comprehend should be prepared and broadcast, children’s channels in particular.
 The term Child Messenger(s) can be used instead of Ombudsman so that it is a warmer and
more sympathetic phrase and easy to understand.
 Ombudsmen should visit agencies (schools, youth detention centers, hospitals, etc.), such
visits should be structured in the form of a dynamic process, they should not be like
inspection or supervise but there should be a work methodology intended for support.
While doing this, support should be obtained from local governments.
 Specialist trainings should be held.
 Children’s rights and rights based approaches should be required courses at B.A. l evel for
teacher candidates.
 Staff working at agencies should be trained in a capacity to be able to inform children about
rights based approaches and it should be followed whether they perform this duty with due
sensitivity.
 Also families should be informed about the subject matter. Therefore, children should be
supported in every aspect about the subject matter.
Presentation 2:
Group two states that it handles the subject matter under 4 titles, as follows.
1. IMAGE/PERCEPTION: We deem it as an important obstacle that social perception of child is
problematic. Child is perceived as weak, aggrieved, helpless. Yet, great part of child ensuring
sustainability of society is forgotten or never known.
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2. PROCESS: One need to accept that children’s participation is a process and this process will
take time. We should not forget that human beings are social creatures learning from each
other, therefore, there is a lot children will learn from us and we learn from children.
3. ACTIVE PARTICIPATION: There are field and material deficiencies for a true and active
participation. Art, science, music movements should be observed and results obtained
should be utilized.
4. COMMUNICATION
AND
COLLABORATION:
Even
if
laws
are
passed,
agencies/representatives are assigned, we regard it impossible to extrapolate unless
synchronization in between is established, a harmonious working platform is created.
Because, converting approach to change would require union of forces. In this context,
support from administration for participation is an indispensable requirement.
Second group shared the following information under the title “Recommendations”.
 In order that the Ombudsman’s Office to be executed at educational organizations is well established, the majority of work falls to share of psychological counselor and guidance
counselors. The professional group should be supported with educator trainings.
 Work of psychological counselor and guidance counselors with children is not sufficient.
They need to gain information, experience, skills to be able to implement family trainings.
 It is important to reinforce children, but doing this with games and alternative methods of
education. Thanks to this their talent and creativity may be developed.
 It is important not to ignore individual differences, handling any action in his framework and
generate solutions.
 Information and collaboration among NGO’s working on the subject is important.
 It is important to inform groups working with children about international best practices
(implementation, follow-up, etc.).
 Children-child providers-ombudsmen should be in a bilateral cycle of communication. Each
group should establish effective communication with each other. Laws should be arranged
with content supportive of such process.
 First thing about the Ombudsman’s Office becoming well-established systematically
accurately understands and keeping alive the concept of children’s rights; the children and
adults may notice that violation if only they know such rights.
 Ombudsmen at schools are in effect psychological counselor and guidance counselors.
School Councils can be a suitable area for starting such rights based educational activities.
And lastly, we need to believe in the Ombudsman’s Office and system. Child- psychological
counselor and guidance counselor- OMBUDSMAN can work together, see examples and
realize. We all want that.
Presentation 3:
Third group avoided repetition on obstacles and recommendations narrated by previous groups and
narrated their posters as follows.
 Actually our indifference arises from learned helplessness. We do not know application
agencies, even if we do, we cannot find officials, if we can, they cannot be our real
respondent, even if they are and we send relevant child/family, either the family fails to go
or quits since they cannot get any result. In our opinion ambiguous processes have been the
largest obstacle.
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 Children have self-confidence issues. First we should ensure that they have confidence in
themselves and rise of self-esteem.
 As a nation of tests, they teach any kinds of information but we forget to teach their rights.
 Assigning subject related agencies, appointing representatives are fine but in case of
qualification; problems and operation of system starts to fail. Qualifications of agencies and
representatives are an important subject.
 Means of protection for children should be increased, follow-up and monitoring process
should be redesigned and in a qualified form, care should be taken for equality of
opportunity in practices.
 Creation of social areas and diagnosis, operating follow-up processes at such areas by
specialists would support the process and reaching desired results.
 Speaking of child, all kith and kin should be involved. We did that, lack of information of
family, all representatives and staff of healthcare and education agencies should be
rectified. All individuals included in contact groups should be supported with instructor
training.
 In schools, curriculum should be utilized for awareness related to the subject.
Uncomplicated public service ads which contain simple definitions and pictures should be
prepared.
Presentation 4:
The fourth and last group summarized its study with the following sentences.
 Children want to be heard by adults. We should start work by listening to them first.
 Right of participation of handicapped children constitutes a rather problematic situation.
Sometimes teachers may not want and exclude children on the grounds that they disrupt
classroom order. Members of the profession should become persons who assume
responsibility, who are pursuer, develop sanctions about warning. Ensuring auto-control at
schools by this method should be facilitated.
 Children want a safer life; we should start promptly to think about how we can provide this.
 Of course child should know from whom to ask for help but his problem should be solved
when he requests it. Otherwise, he may lose confidence and may not demand once more.
 Children’s rights spokespeople may be elected at classrooms and participation of their peers
may be supported and increased through them.
 Inoperative aspects in education system should be revised, deficiencies cured.
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CLOSING
Following the presentations, Symposium President Ms. Sibel Erenel briefly compiled things talked
for 2 days and conclusions, recommendations and evaluations that emerged at working groups as
follows:
Independence
 Establishment of an independent Ombudsman for Children unit and establishment of a
mechanism that would ensure child participation came to the fore.
 Acting on the fact that the Ombudsman’s Office name is not attractive for children, there
was talk about finding another name. The suggestion “child messenger” was brought
forward.
Local governments
 Role of the local governments was a point almost everyone highlighted. At the same time,
importance of establishment of an ombudsman unit at local governments was emphasized.
Legislation
 In realization of all these, filling gaps in legislation, necessity of increasing both financial and
personnel capacity of the Ombudsman’s Office and realization of monitoring mechanisms
was one of common opinions.
Rights based education
 When we consider the problem related to ombudsman, lack of rights based view and
especially lack of capacity of public servants on this subject is a fact stressed by many
attendees.
 Acting on the determination that children’s rights are not prioritized, importance of training
especially for public agency employees was addressed.
 Necessity of including rights based education into curriculum especially for children and
then any child provider receiving such training and gaining awareness was mentioned.
Recognition
 Ensuring recognition of Ombudsman for Children was emphasized. It was stressed that child
participation should be ensured and strategies, programs should be made.
Ms. Sevil Özmen, Swedish Consulate, Head of Turkish-Swedish Cooperation Section
The closing speech of the symposium was made by Ms. Sevil Özmen, Head of Istanbul Swedish
Consulate General Turkish Swedish Cooperation Section. In her speech, Ms. Özmen said that their
department’s main purpose was to support Turkey’s reform process which it maintained to achieve
full membership to EU. She also said that their primary purpose was to contribute to social
discussions concerning human rights, democracy and gender equality by cooperating with NGOs
and universities on the basis of projects. Ms. Özmen mentioned the importance they attached to
projects concerning children and education, and the process through which this symposium was
developed. She described ombudsmanship was a bottomless well. She said that different subjects
could arise as the discussion continues, and that the 2-day activity was very beneficial in the name
of analyzing Ombudsmanship.

FINAL
The symposium ended with a concert by the band “Barış için Müzik”.
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EVALUATION OF THE SYMPOSIUM RESULTS
General Evaluations
25 years elapsed since adoption of the Convention on the Rights of the Child to which Turkey is also
a party. Unfortunately, there are still things required to be done by all states and adults so that
human rights of children are not violated, are protected, improved and voices of children are made
heard.
National human rights agencies created according to standards in conformity with Paris Principles
have an important part in protection, development of human rights of children. In this scope,
Ombudsman for Children system created in many countries may generate positive changes in
children’s lives.
The Ombudsman’s Office which is designated as Kamu Denetçiliği Kurumu in Turkey was
established in 2011. Out of 5 Ombudsmen which work together with Chief ombudsman at the
agency, the Ombudsman in charge of child affairs is also responsible for women, handicapped
citizens, health and tourism affairs.
With support from Swedish Consulate, Yöret Foundation and Istanbul Bilgi University Child Studies
Unit organized a symposium with contribution from International Child Center and Agenda Child
Association on 17-18 November at Istanbul Bilgi University where Ombudsman for Children was
assessed, with the slogan “Untold Yet It’s Right”. General purpose of the Symposium on Children’s
Rights Making the Children’s rights a Reality: Ombudsman for Children was to contribute to
development of ombudsman system in Turkey under light of Swedish experience. Ms. Serpil Çakın,
ombudsman for children, Mr. Ömer BOZOĞLU, Deputy Undersecretary, Ministry of Family and
Social Policies, Mr. Muammer YILDIZ, PhD Director of Istanbul National Education Directorate also
attended the symposium where European Network of Ombudsmen for Children (ENOC) chairman,
Swedish ombudsman for children and local ombudsmen, representatives of Save the Children
shared their experiences.
During the two-day symposium, following conclusions and recommendations were formed to
present a road map for development of an ombudsman system effective in realization of children’s
rights in Turkey:
 A state which is party to UN Children’s rights Convention has obligations of protecting and
realizing human rights of children. However, implementation of the convention has been
less effective than expected across the world. Some of basic reasons for such failure are as
follows; children’s rights are not a political priority, lack of a systematic and comprehensive
approach concerning children’s rights, further children’s rights are handled on charity axis
rather than a rights-based approach.
 Ombudsman has a key role in fulfillment of liabilities regarding protection of children’s
rights.
 Lack of sufficient knowledge about international law and the Convention is an important
obstacle in realization of children’s rights. Decision makers have difficulty in asking opinions
of children especially about the issues concerning children and designating best interests of
child. The convention should be incorporated into legislation in its entirety and therefore it
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should be made a binding reference for decision makers. In order that Convention
incorporated into legislation can make an effect, persons who work or will work for and with
children should get training on children’s rights. In addition to this, activities related to
promoting the convention and children’s rights should be maintained uninterruptedly and
systematically.
States do not create a budget for children’s rights and do not make sources allocated for
children visible. Expenditures related to children’s rights are covered under different budget
items; therefore budget allocated to children’s rights may not be monitored. For this reason,
it is suggested that expenditures incurred for children are separately reported at year end,
in order to monitor expenditures related to children’s rights at budget in full sense, it is
suggested to make a budget planning specific to children and activities are managed under
such title.
Limited sources may not be deemed as an excuse for governments to ignore obligations
regarding protection of children’s rights or to delay implementing measures.
Although legislation defines it as an obligation to take opinions of children on subjects of
interest for children in connection with the right of taking opinions of children, decision
makers either do not listen to children or even if they do, they do not take their opinions
into account.
It is stressed that ombudsmen should pay attention to international solidarity and
cooperation, in accordance with spirit of the Convention, collaboration is a requirement for
all states, international solidarity will be needed in cases financial impossibility, insufficient
human resources, lack of technical means because of economic crisis, war, epidemics or
Acts of God may prevent implementation of the convention, temporarily or permanently.
Paris Principles, guiding principles on what kinds of a structure should independent
supervise agencies have about protection, development, realization of human rights, how
an operating mechanism should be established, should be regularly pursued and kept in
mind by public administration, non-governmental organizations, academia, media and local
governments.
Among significant principles an Ombudsman’s Office should have under light of Paris
Principles; we can enumerate independence through legal and operational autonomy, also
through financial autonomy, a certain job description and sufficient powers, accessibility,
collaboration, functional efficiency and accountability of the agency.
The convention should be no longer a text discussed by specialists indoors, it should be
taken to the street, into daily life practices of people, only in this manner the convention will
be a real tool for freedom for our society as much as it is for children.
One of the significant responsibilities of ombudsmen is supervising whether signatory
countries fulfill their obligations and implementation under the light of such obligations.

Recommendations specific to Turkey
 There are many structural reasons behind violation of rights experienced by children in
Turkey. There is requirement for an independent and effective ombudsman system that
would contribute to structural change process for elimination of such breaches that wil l
contribute to making voices of all children to be heard.
 In Turkey where auditing mechanism does not function well, importance of the
Ombudsman’s Offices as the highest stage defending children increases further, existence of
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an agency that could view children objectively, see what needs really are, conduct
researches objectively, report, supervise, inform the public opinion, reveal setbacks in
government service and bring about suggestions for solution is needed more than ever.
The legislation should be harmonized with the Children’s rights Convention. While passing
laws, this should not be made with a reflex for protecting public officials; it should be kept in
mind that each public official is actually a human rights advocate.
Since human resource and budget of public agencies are insufficient, they cannot afford to
comply with advisory decisions of the Ombudsman’s Office. However, public administration
also has an attitude and mentality that do not accept errors, which is not open to criticism
beyond such restrictions.
Even though non-governmental organizations depicted at establishment stage of need and
demand for an Ombudsman for Children which would serve in the field of child singly,
within the Ombudsman’s Office established in 2011, women rights, handicapped rights,
children’s rights, health and tourism areas which have distinctive problems specific to
themselves, requiring different specialization, different structuring and sources report to a
single ombudsman. This creates obstacle in fulfilling key role of ombudsman system.
There is need for policies, strategies and action plans which give priority to child, where best
interests of child are taken care of and all stakeholders related to children take part. A
program based on children’s rights should be set as a target. Further, agencies should be
caused to have a harmonious structure which would work in synchronous collaboration and
coordination.
There is need for a structure that would ensure equal and easy access by any child, citizen
or not, to ombudsman without making any discrimination. Works should be planned to
include disadvantageous children and children with different development.
Guidance and psychological counseling services which serve as a mediator among school
administration and students and their families are becoming an area of educational
ombudsman. Places to which children may access at first stage, contact to benefit from
opportunities provided by state are such places, therefore since school counselors serve as
an educational and social ombudsmen, NGO’s may gain awareness to psychological
counselors and guides about KDK, they in turn may promote and announce existence of the
agency before children and families.
Since child population in Turkey is large and common geographically, creation of local
ombudsman system for ensuring access to each child is a requirement.
Each agency may take child protective measures in it, agencies might have their own
ombudsmen. Large part of well-establishment of the Ombudsman’s Office at educational
agencies vests with psychological counselors and guidance counselors. This occupational
group should be supported with instructor trainings.
It is important that non-governmental organizations regularly transmit to ombudsman any
complaint and deficiency they observe related to children; send their reports to the
Ombudsman’s Office, in this way contributing to creation of a knowledge accumulation
there.
It is necessary to create effective mechanism of complaint where children may express
themselves.
In order to take opinions of children regularly, existing child participation mechanisms (like
student councils, children’s rights/children’s rights clubs at schools) should be used and new
mechanisms should be activated to reach to different children, to deliver their opinions.
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 In order to be able to fulfill key part in realization of child right, to ensure necessary
structural change, the Ombudsman’s Office;
o Recognition of the agency should be ensured, introductory mechanism, media in
particular should be used efficiently,
o Need for sufficient budget and sufficient specialized staff should be satisfied,
o In the event of amendment of the Ombudsman’s Office law, an application system
specific to children should be set out,
o It should be guaranteed that recommendations given by it have influence to ensure
necessary structural change,
o Not only in case of a violation, it should carry out activities to set into motion
mechanisms that would prevent occurrence of violations, it should have an
institutional structure suitable for this,
o Not only with individual applications, it should have a structure that would create
change in connection with child problems which became systematic, having
monitoring mechanisms that would ensure to understand if a problem is s ystemic
problem or not,
o It should have authority to audit automatically without an application which is called
ex officio examination,
o The agency should employ a media watch group that looks from perspective of
children’s rights, that would identify violations against children which are reported
by press, likewise right violations of media,
o Development of a monitoring systematic in the field of children’s rights, compilation
of digital data and creation of databases,
o Analyzing the impact of legal amendments to be made on children’s lives and making
suggestions,
o Creating suggestions regarding necessary legal arrangements by means of
monitoring and reporting,
o In order that the Ombudsman’s Office can work as an efficient agency, it should
evaluate every year to what extent did the administration complied with its previous
advisory decisions as reported in its published report , if it suggested legal
amendment, it should report the law amendment passed by parliament next year for
how many of them, how many were not,
o Adopting as basic principle participation of non-governmental organizations and
children to all its activities,
o Making an effective collaboration with media and reinforcing its field of influence,
o Contributing to creation of environment necessary for children’s exercising their own
rights and participate in decision making mechanisms,
o Ombudsman unit should be established at local government, local governments and
NGO’s should establish partnership for this and handle subjects like how local
ombudsman may be established, how systemic problems may be provided with
solution at local level, how children may reach to ombudsmen at local level.
Apart from that, following suggestions arose from working groups:
 Acting on the fact that the word ombudsman is not attractive for children, the concept
“child messenger” may be used,
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 The concept “Complaint” does not carry a positive meaning in child language, further acting
on the fact that it is not a concept suitable for a rights based approach, the concept
REPORTING may be used,
 There is lack of area and material to ensure real and active participation in the process of
children participation, this deficiency may be rectified by using alternative methods like art,
science, music,
 Children should be reinforced with methods of game and alternative education, thanks to
this; their talent and creativity may be improved,
 The current system used for applying to the Ombudsman’s Office (web page and phone)
does not an provide ease of application possibility for children, application system should be
rendered suitable for children by taking opinion and consultancy from distinctive children,
children’s rights subject should be delivered to child more systematically, rights based
education at schools should be included in curriculum especially for children, anyone
working with children should receive such education and gain awareness,
 Children-child providers-ombudsmen should be in a bilateral cycle of communication, each
group should establish effective communication with each other, laws should be arranged
with content supportive of such process,
 Local governments may organize information and awareness gaining activities and trainings
intended for children and parents in connection with children’s rights,
 Awareness of claiming rights, a view based on rights is lacking both inside public
administration ad within society, there is need for awareness related to claiming rights is
fundamental, and especially in public administration awareness on this subject should be
increased.
Non-governmental organizations which state that they hope above recommendations would be
guiding in re-structuring the Ombudsman’s Office in 25 th anniversary of adoption of UN Children’s
rights Convention and show best efforts for realization of children’s rights said that they are always
open to collaboration for transformation in the process for the benefit of children.
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SYMPOSIUM WEB ADDRESS
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APPENDIX 1 – PROGRAMME
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APPENDIX 2 LİST OF – PARTİCİPANTS
ADEM ARKADAŞ-THIBERT

ULUSLARARASI ÇOCUK MERKEZİ (ICC)

AKIN CİHAN

ALEV KURT

BOĞAZİÇİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ
ŞİLE REHBERLİK VE ARAŞTIRMA MERKEZİ
MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ
İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ ÇOÇA

ALİ BOZTAŞ

YÖRET VAKFI

ALPASLAN DARTAN

TÜRK PDR DERNEĞİ

ALPER SUALP

E-MEDYA

ANNIKA PALO

EMBASSY OF SWEDEN, ANKARA

ARZU BAYKARA

STGM

ALAADDİN KARACAN

ASLI SİLAHDAROĞLU BEKMEN

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMANLIK VE REHBERLİK DOKTORA
ÖĞRENCİSİ
TÜRK PSİKOLOGLAR DERNEĞİ İSTANBUL ŞUBE
BAŞKANI
İSTANBUL KALKINMA AJANSI

ASUMAN YÜKSEL

ULUDAĞ ÜNİVERSİTESİ

AYFER DOST GÖZKAN

ÖZYEĞİN ÜNİVERSİTESİ

AYLİN KILIÇ

YÖRET VAKFI

AYŞE BAKIRCI YÜCER

KADİR HAS VAKFI OKULLARI

AYŞE BEYAZOVA

İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ ÇOÇA

AYŞEGÜL GÖKMENER

BEŞİKTAŞ İLÇE MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ

AYŞEN KAYAHAN

GALATASARAY ÜNİVERSİTESİ

AYTEN KEÇELİ

YÖRET VAKFI

BAŞAK DEMİRİZ

HÜRRİYET GAZETESİ

BELMA AKÇURA

MİLLİYET GAZETESİ, MEDYA OMBUDSMANI
EUROPEAN NETWORK OF OMBUDSMEN FOR
CHILDREN (ENOC)

ARZU BUYRUK GENÇ
ASLI ÇARKOĞLU

BERNARD DE VOS
BESTE ATASOY

İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ ÇOÇA

BETÜL ÇOTUKSÖKEN

MALTEPE ÜNİVERSİTESİ

BETÜL ONURSAL

AVUKAT

BEYHAN KÖKSAL

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

BİRAN MERTAN

DOĞU AKDENİZ ÜNİVERSİTESİ

BİRCAN REÇBER

ULUDAĞ ÜNİVERSİTESİ
GAZİOSMANPAŞA REHBERLİK VE ARAŞTIRMA
MERKEZİ MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ

BÜLENT GÖKMEN
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BÜLENT İLİK
BÜRGE AKBULUT

HÜMANİST BÜRO

CEM DEMİRAYAK

İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ ÇOÇA

CEREN SUNTEKİN

TARLABAŞI TOPLUM MERKEZİ

CEYDA DEDEOĞLU

UZMAN PSİKOLOG

ÇİĞDEM KUŞÇUOĞLU

İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ

DAMLA UYSAL

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

DEMET GÜLSÜM METİN

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

DENİZ ÖZDİKMENLİ

YÖRET VAKFI

DİDEM COŞKUN ERGİN

YÖRET VAKFI

DİDEM ÖZALP

TÜRK-İSVEÇ İŞBİRLİĞİ BİRİMİ PROJE KOORDİNATÖRÜ

DİLARA ÖZEL

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

DİLARA ULLOA KILIÇ

İSPANYA BAŞKONSOLOSLUĞU

DİLEK KUMCU

GÜNDEM ÇOCUK DERNEĞİ

DİLŞAT PEKER ÜNAL

BOZOK ÜNİVERSİTESİ

E. TOLGA DAĞLI

ÇOKMED-MARMARA ÜNİVERSİTESİ

EBRU ERGÜN

TARLABAŞI TOPLUM MERKEZİ

ECE BABAL

İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ ÇOÇA

EDANUR BAYRAKTAR

MARMARA ÜNİVERSİTESİ

ELİF GÜNGÖRDÜ

YÖRET VAKFI

ELİF SİNEM ARIKAN

KOCAELİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ

ENGİN SAYGIN

YILDIRIM BEYAZIT ÜNİVERSİTESİ

ESENGÜL GİRGİNER

AİLE VE SOSYAL POLİTİKALAR BAKANLIĞI

ESİN KÜNTAY

HUKUK-SOSYOLOG

ESMA ARSLAN

KOCAELİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ

ESRA ARCAN

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

EWA HOLLÉN

CHILDREN’S OMBUDSMAN, SWEDEN

EZGİ KOMAN

GÜNDEM ÇOCUK DERNEĞİ

EZGİ TUNCA

İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ ÇOÇA

FAİK AKÇAY
FATMA UCA

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

FATOŞ ERKMAN

BOĞAZİÇİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ BUEM
İNSAN HAKLARI ORTAK PLATFORMU GENEL
KOORDİNATÖRÜ

FERAY SALMAN
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FİGEN ATALAY

CUMHURİYET GAZETESİ

FİGEN ÖZBEK

TÜRKİYE KORUNMAYA MUHTAÇ ÇOCUKLAR VAKFI

FİLİZ SÜYÜR

KORUYUCU AİLE DERNEĞİ

FREDRIK MALMBERG

CHILDREN’S OMBUDSMAN, SWEDEN

FULYA GİRAY SÖZEN

TÜRKİYE ÇOCUKLARA YENİDEN ÖZGÜRLÜK VAKFI

GAMZE KARADAĞ KOÇ

MAVİ KALEM DERNEĞİ

GAYE UĞURLU

KÜLTÜR KENT VAKFI

GİZEM DEMİR

İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ

GİZEM GÜCAL

YÖRET VAKFI

GÖZDE DURMUŞ

İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ ÇOÇA

GÜLBEN ÇETİNKAYA

YÖRET VAKFI

GÜLCE TÜRKER

İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ ÇOÇA

GÜLGÜN MÜFTÜ

ULUSLARARASI ÇOCUK MERKEZİ (ICC)

GÜNSELİ ÇAKİR

YÖRET VAKFI

HAKAN ACAR

GÜNDEM ÇOCUK DERNEĞİ, KOCAELİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ

HANDAN ÇAKIR

YÖRET VAKFI

HANDE KUĞU

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

HARİKA BİLGİ

YÖRET VAKFI

HATİCE SUBAŞI
HAYRİYE ALPTEKİN

ÜSKÜDAR ÜNİVERSİTESİ

HULUSİ ORAN

E-MEDYA

HÜLYA ALPER

DÜNYA YEREL YÖNETİM VE DEMOKRASİ AKADEMİSİ
VAKFI AKADEMİ DİREKTÖRÜ

IŞIK TÜZÜN

EĞİTİM REFORMU GİRİŞİMİ

IŞIN ÖZDEMİR

21. YÜZYIL EĞİTİM VE KÜLTÜR VAKFI
DÜNYA YEREL YÖNETİM VE DEMOKRASİ AKADEMİSİ
VAKFI STAJYERİ

İBRAHİM YİĞİT
JENS ODLANDER

THE CONSUL GENERAL OF SWEDEN

KARIN FAGERHOLM

SAVE THE CHILDREN, SWEDEN

KATY SHAFIGH

FLORYA KÜÇÜK ŞEYLER ANAOKULU

KENAN IRTAK

BASIN

LATİFE HORASANİ ÖZGÜLERYÜZ

İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ ÇOÇA

MANSUR SEYİTOĞLU

GÜNDEM ÇOCUK DERNEĞİ
DÜNYA YEREL YÖNETİM VE DEMOKRASİ AKADEMİSİ
VAKFI YÖN. KUR. BŞK.

MEHMET DUMAN
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MEHMET MAZLUM ÇELİK

WALD

MEHTAP KAYA

MATEMATİK ÖĞRETMENİ

MEHVEŞ EVİN

MİLLİYET GAZETESİ

MELDA AKBAŞ

İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ ÇOÇA

MELEK MANAVOĞLU

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

MELEK OKUR İLERİ

BEŞİKTAŞ İLÇE MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ

MERCAN ATAKAN

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

MERVE KÖSE

OKAN ÜNİVERSİTESİ

MISRA ECE AKPINAR

YÖRET VAKFI

MİNE AKŞAR

21. YÜZYIL EĞİTİM VE KÜLTÜR VAKFI

MUAMMER YILDIZ

MURAT AĞACA

İSTANBUL İL MİLLİ EĞİTİM MÜDÜRÜ
DÜNYA YEREL YÖNETİM VE DEMOKRASİ AKADEMİSİ
VAKFI
ATAŞEHİR REHBERLİK VE ARAŞTIRMA MERKEZİ
MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ
İSTANBUL BÜYÜKŞEHİR BELEDİYESİ

MUSTAFA ARSLAN

KAMU DENETÇİLİĞİ KURUMU

MÜBERRA SAYIM

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

MÜGE ALEV

İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ ÇOÇA

MÜNİRE BERRA BEŞKESE

AKADEMİSYEN

NAZAN ÜRKMEZ

YÖRET VAKFI

NECDET NEYDİM

ÇAM (ÇOCUK ARAŞTIRMALARI MERKEZİ)

NEJLA ÖZTÜRK

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

NERMİN ÇİFTÇİ ARIDAĞ

YÖRET VAKFI - YTÜ

NESLİHAN KARATAŞ

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

NESRİN KAKIRMAN

İSTANBUL İL MİLLİ EĞİTİM MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ

NEŞE EROL

ANKARA ÜNİVERSİTESİ TIP FAKÜLTESİ

NEŞE ŞAHİN TAŞĞIN

MALTEPE ÜNİVERSİTESİ

NEVRA ÖLÇER

YÖRET VAKFI

NİHAL KIZIL

ÇAĞDAŞ YAŞAMI DESTEKLEME DERNEĞİ

NİLGÜN ÇAVUŞOĞLU

UNICEF

NİLÜFER KAFESCİOĞLU

ÖZYEĞİN ÜNİVERSİTESİ

NİLÜFER YAVUZ

İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ

NUR BEKATA MARDİN

BOĞAZİÇİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ BUEM

MUHAMMED YAPICI
MUHLİSE KORKMAZ
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NURDAN AYDIN

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

NURSELİ TAMER

YÖRET VAKFI

NUSEMA YEREBAKAN
NÜKET AFAT

İSTANBUL İL MİLLİ EĞİTİM MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ

NÜKET ATALAY

YÖRET VAKFI

OSMAN KAYA

UNIVERSAL DİL-ÇATED

ÖKKEŞ KOÇYATAĞI
ÖMER BOZOĞLU
ÖNAL İNALTEKİN
ÖZER DEMİR

MERSİN ÜNİVERSİTESİ TIP FAKÜLTESİ ADLİ TIP
ANABİLİM DALI
AİLE VE SOSYAL POLİTIKALAR BAKANLIĞI MÜSTEŞAR
YARDIMCISI
AİLE VE SOSYAL POLİTİKALAR BAKANLIĞI İSTANBUL İL
MÜDÜRÜ
SİLİVRİ REHBERLİK VE ARAŞTIRMA MERKEZİ
MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ

ÖZGE KOTAN

İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ ÇOÇA

ÖZLEM TEMÜR

İSTANBUL EMNİYET MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ ÇOCUK ŞUBE
MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ

PINAR ÇİÇEK

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

RAMAZAN KURUÇAYLI

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

RANA KAHRAMAN

UNIVERSAL DİL

RAUF ANTEP

AİLE VE SOSYAL POLİTİKALAR BAKANLIĞI

SALİH HAFIZOĞLU

ATAŞEHİR REHBERLİK VE ARAŞTIRMA MERKEZİ
MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ
YÖRET VAKFI

SARRA ATAY

BASIN

RÜŞTÜ YÜKSEL

SEBEN AYŞE DAYI
SEDA AKÇO BİLEN

HÜMANİST BÜRO

SEDEF KANAT

İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ ÇOÇA

SELİN BERGHAN

ÖZ-GE-DER

SERAP BİRDANE

UNIVERSAL DİL

SÉVERINE JACOMY-VITÉ

KAMU DENETÇİLİĞİ KURUMU,KADIN, ENGELLİ VE
ÇOCUK OMBUDSMANI
UNICEF CHIEF OF CHILD PROTECTION SECTION

SEVGİ ÇETİNER BACAK

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

SEVGİ ÖZKAN

YÖRET VAKFI

SEVİL ÖZMEN

TÜRK-İSVEÇ İŞBİRLİĞİ BİRİMİ YÖNETİCİSİ

SİBEL ERENEL

YÖRET VAKFI

SERPİL ÇAKIN
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SEZİN GÖZLÜKLÜ

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

SİNEM BAYRAKTAR

DÜNYA YEREL YÖNETİM VE DEMOKRASİ AKADEMİSİ
VAKFI
KALKINMA ATÖLYESİ KOOPERATİFİ

SİNEM YILDIRIM

UNIVERSAL DİL

SONGUL BEKİRGİL

YÖRET VAKFI

SU CANGATİN

İSTANBUL BİLGİ ÜNİVERSİTESİ ÇOÇA

SUNA GÖKSEL

YILDIZ TEKNİK ÜNİVERSİTESİ

SÜHEYLA ERDOĞAN

YÖRET VAKFI

ŞABAN YAZICI

İZMİT BELEDİYESİ
AİLE VE SOSYAL POLİTİKALAR BAKANLIĞI İSTANBUL İL
MÜDÜR YARDIMCISI

SİNAN YUMURTACI

ŞEMSEDDİN YALÇIN
ŞULE ERDOĞAN

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

ŞULE FIRAT

YÖRET VAKFI

ŞULE TÜRK

PSİKOLOJİK DANIŞMAN VE REHBER ÖĞRETMEN

ŞÜKRÜ YILMAZ

BAĞCILAR REHBERLİK VE ARAŞTIRMA MERKEZİ
MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ

TAMER ÇIRAK

WALD

TÜLAY BİNGÖL

İNSAN HAKLARI DERNEĞİ
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APPENDIX 3 – THE PARIS PRINCIPLES
PRINCIPLES RELATING TO THE STATUS OF NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS (THE PARIS PRINCIPLES)
Adopted by General Assembly resolution 48/134 of 20 December 1993
Competence and responsibilities
1. A national institution shall be vested with competence to promote and protect human rights.
2. A national institution shall be given as broad a mandate as possible, which shall be clearly set
forth in a constitutional or legislative text, specifying its composition and its sphere of competence.
3. A national institution shall, inter alia, have the following responsibilities
(a) To submit to the Government, Parliament and any other competent body, on an advisory basis
either at the request of the authorities concerned or through the exercise of its power to hear a
matter without higher referral, opinions, recommendations, proposals and reports on any matters
concerning the promotion and protection of human rights; the national institution may decide to
publicize them; these opinions, recommendations, proposals and reports, as well as any
prerogative of the national institution, shall relate to the following areas:
(i) Any legislative or administrative provisions, as well as provisions relating to judicial
organizations, intended to preserve and extend the protection of human rights; in that connection,
the national institution shall examine the legislation and administrative provisions in force, as well
as bills and proposals, and shall make such recommendations as it deems appropriate in order to
ensure that these provisions conform to the fundamental principles of human rights; it shall, if
necessary, recommend the adoption of new legislation, the amendment of legislation in force and
the adoption or amendment of administrative measures;
(ii) Any situation of violation of human rights which it decides to take up;
(iii) The preparation of reports on the national situation with regard to human rights in general, and
on more specific matters;
(iv) Drawing the attention of the Government to situations in any part of the country where human
rights are violated and making proposals to it for initiatives to put an end to such situations and,
where necessary, expressing an opinion on the positions and reactions of the Government;
(b) To promote and ensure the harmonization of national legislation, regulations and practices with
the international human rights instruments to which the State is a party, and their effective
implementation;
(c) To encourage ratification of the above-mentioned instruments or accession to those
instruments, and to ensure their implementation;
(d) To contribute to the reports which States are required to submit to United Nations bodies and
committees, and to regional institutions, pursuant to their treaty obligations and, where necessary,
to express an opinion on the subject, with due respect for their independence;
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(e) To cooperate with the United Nations and any other orgnization in the United Nations system,
the regional institutions and the national institutions of other countries that are competent in the
areas of the protection and promotion of human rights;
(f) To and research into, human rights and to take part in their execution in schools, universities
and professional circles;
(g) To publicize human rights and efforts to combat all forms of discrimination, in particular racial
discrimination, by increasing public awareness, especially through information and education and
by making use of all press organs.
Composition and guarantees of independence and pluralism
1. The composition of the national institution and the appointment of its members, whether by
means of an election or otherwise, shall be established in accordance with a procedure which
affords all necessary guarantees to ensure the pluralist representation of the social forces (of
civilian society) involved in the protection and promotion of human rights, particularly by powers
which will enable effective cooperation to be established with, or through the presence of,
representatives of:
(a) Non-governmental organizations responsible for human rights and efforts to combat racial
discrimination, trade unions, concerned social and professional organizations, for example,
associations of lawyers, doctors, journalists and eminent scientists;
(b) Trends in philosophical or religious thought;
(c) Universities and qualified experts;
(d) Parliament;
(e) Government departments (if these are included, their representatives should participate in the
deliberations only in an advisory capacity).
2. The national institution shall have an infrastructure which is suited to the smooth conduct of its
activities, in particular adequate funding. The purpose of this funding should be to enable it to have
its own staff and premises, in order to be independent of the Government and not be subject to
financial control which might affect its independence.
3. In order to ensure a stable mandate for the members of the national institution, without which
there can be no real independence, their appointment shall be effected by an official act which
shall establish the specific duration of the mandate. This mandate may be renewable, provided that
the pluralism of the institution's membership is ensured.
Methods of operation
Within the framework of its operation, the national institution shall:
(a) Freely consider any questions falling within its competence, whether they are submitted by the
Government or taken up by it without referral to a higher authority, on the proposal of its members
or of any petitioner,
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(b) Hear any person and obtain any information and any documents necessary for assessing
situations falling within its competence;
(c) Address public opinion directly or through any press organ, particularly in order to publicize its
opinions and recommendations;
(d) Meet on a regular basis and whenever necessary in the presence of all its members after they
have been duly concerned;
(e) Establish working groups from among its members as necessary, and set up local or regional
sections to assist it in discharging its functions;
(f) Maintain consultation with the other bodies, whether jurisdictional or otherwise, responsible for
the promotion and protection of human rights (in particular, ombudsmen, mediators and similar
institutions);
(g) In view of the fundamental role played by the non-governmental organizations in expanding the
work of the national institutions, develop relations with the non-governmental organizations
devoted to promoting and protecting human rights, to economic and social development, to
combating racism, to protecting particularly vulnerable groups (especially children, migrant
workers, refugees, physically and mentally disabled persons) or to specialized areas.
Additional principles concerning the status of commissions with quasi-jurisdictional competence
A national institution may be authorized to hear and consider complaints and petitions concerning
individual situations. Cases may be brought before it by individuals, their representatives, third
parties, non-governmental organizations, associations of trade unions or any other representative
organizations. In such circumstances, and without prejudice to the principles stated above
concerning the other powers of the commissions, the functions entrusted to them may be based on
the following principles:
(a) Seeking an amicable settlement through conciliation or, within the limits prescribed by the law,
through binding decisions or, where necessary, on the basis of confidentiality;
(b) Informing the party who filed the petition of his rights, in particular the remedies available to
him, and promoting his access to them;
(c) Hearing any complaints or petitions or transmitting them to any other competent authority
within the limits prescribed by the law;
(d) Making recommendations to the competent authorities, especially by proposing amendments
or reforms of the laws, regulations and administrative practices, especially if they have created the
difficulties encountered by the persons filing the petitions in order to assert their rights.
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APPENDIX 4 – POSTER (LEGAL REMEDIES IN THE EYES OF CHILDREN)
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APPENDIX 5 – SURVEY (COMPLAINT MECHANISMS THE EYES OF CHILDREN)
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APPENDIX 6 – THE EVALUATİON OF OMBUDSMAN OFFİCE’S CHİLD WEBSİTE
(COMPLAINT MECHANISMS IN THE EYES OF CHILDREN)
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APPENDIX 7 – EXAMİNİNG MUNİCİPALİTİES’ ATTİTUDES ON CHİLD’S RİGHTS BY YOUTH GROUP
MEMBERS
Ms. Sevgi ÖZKAN Sociologist/Leader Examining Municipalities’ Attitudes on Child’s Rights by Youth
Group Members: YÖRET FOUNDATION: Ms. Handan ÇAKIR, Ms. Özlem DALKIÇ;
WALD FOUNDATION: Mr. İbrahim YİĞİT, Mr. Sinan YUMURTACI, Mr. Muhammed YAPICI
Existence of a significant cause – effect relationship between development of culture of claiming
rights by citizens and development of democracy shows that having citizens with awareness about
human and children’s rights is a social gain.
Data that would contribute to consolidation of democratic order in the long term for increase of
social awareness about “Ombudsman office” which is designated in Turkey as Kamu Denetçiliği and
started to function in 2010 as an agency gain importance.
This study was realized for the purpose of collecting data regarding awareness about Children’s
Rights and Ombudsman for Children in Municipalities for “Symposium on Children’s Rights Making
the Children’s rights a Reality: Ombudsman for Children” based upon the above determination.
Here we target collection of data regarding what kind of obligations are assumed by local
governments in realization of children’s rights or what kinds of initiatives are taken, how much
knowledge and awareness they have about Ombudsman for Children which has a significant
function in claiming rights.
This survey questions were prepared for the purpose of collecting data on relevant subject within a
specific time slice rather than reaching a conclusion in general.
The official who answered the questions during the meeting with Union of Municipalities of Turkey
(TBB) on the subject addressed guiding importance of such studies for local governments which was
an accurate evaluation of purpose and function of the study.
Sociologist Ms. Sevgi Özkan YÖRET FOUNDATION
Summary of study performed by college students about Children’s Rights and Ombudsman for
Children and presented at the Symposium by Ms. Handan Çakır and Mr. Sinan Yumurta is as
follows.
Nine questions posed to Ankara Union of Municipalities and their answers:
Union of Municipalities is a public agency representing all municipalities at national level. It has a
budget created by making small deductions from budgets of municipalities. Nonetheless, their area
of movement is extensive.
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1. What kinds of specific and general activities does your municipality have regarding children for
whom it is obliged?
Article 14 of Municipality law no. 5393 sets forth duties, authorities and responsibilities of
municipalities. Metropolitan municipalities and municipalities with populations over 100.000 must
open guest houses for women and children. This law shows municipalities probabilities but there
are no requirements.
2. Do municipalities have possibilities of specific initiative and implementation in this field?
Sole field a requirement is imposed; those at a certain level of population have to open a guest
house. Other things completely depend on initiative of municipalities. Here, he stated that vision
and awareness of mayor is important.
3. As Turkey Union of Municipalities, what are supports and obstacles realized on children’s
rights or you determine on subjects that are supposed to realize?
Such supports and obstacles may be both from people or bureaucracy.
We do not have power of sanction over municipalities, we cannot say. We can only make advisory
decisions. The problems we face, government agencies and municipalities may not work together.
They work disconnected from each other. Many services are provided but since there is no
coordination among agencies, repetitive tings may be done, may be done incompletely. If we get
coordinated, there is better coordination between government agencies and municipalities, such
services may be more productive. For instance: he stated that they want an article namely gender
sensitive service is provided but they could not get this into law. In addition he stated that an
academy was opened by Ministry of Development, Ministry of Interior, Ministry of National
Education at a disadvantaged neighborhood to get state closer to people, police officers supported
by community are assigned here and they help children with courses and hot soup is cooked every
noon.
When we asked for an example saying what municipalities are doing on social matters, can you give
further samples, he stated that they do not have a database related to this, they do not have any
brochure or written data (in book form).
4. What are general and specific purposes and targets of Turkey union of municipalities on
adoption of children’s rights?
We learned that they are stakeholders at the Project of Child-Friendly Cities, they have not targets
in their strategic plans to defend children’s rights or acting as advocate so far, these will be included
in the five-year strategic plan which is being prepared. He stated that they want to make programs,
but they remain at correspondence level, they do not do anything except for supporting several
projects.
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Meaning the ombudsman for children, we asked this question as follows:
5. Ok, is there any authority or organization auditing your init iatives related to children in terms
of bests interests of child?
-None.
6. What kinds of activities are realized on ombudsman for children?
He stated that TBB has no activity whatsoever; citizens and municipality have direct relations.
7. Any complaints you know?
I do not know. Actually we do not have such data.
8. Do you have any relationship with Turkey ombudsman for children?
None. We think that if we realize this strategic plan of us we need to cooperate with them as well
and we need to have a database. The purpose of our wishing to conduct this study was collecting
data. This became a datum for us.
9. Are there any children or young people applying to you about breach of children’s rights?
None, up to now. Municipalities have wishes. For instance, we want to show successful students
around the country. Will you support us? When they say this, we support them.
We wanted to learn his opinions as a person inside this mechanism. And when we said what kind
of an order should be created at municipalities regarding children’s rights:
-There must be an authority for complaints; a database related to this should be created. And
activities may be performed regarding children’s participation in management. Children should be
asked. Child councils should be created; this should rise in number and be functional.
This section of the study consist of following questions posed to Istanbul district municipalities
and officials of eight municipalities in total from two municipality each selected by each st udent
and summaries of answers because of presentation duration. First and second municipalities of
survey makers are specified as A and B and at the end of the study Names of Municipalities
constituting groups are stated.
1. What kinds of specific and general activities does your municipality have regarding children for
whom it is obliged?
2. Do municipalities have possibilities of specific initiative and implementation in this field?
3. In your opinion, what are supports and obstacles at activities that should be realized, realized
and not realized about child and his rights?
4. What are your purposes and targets about adoption of children’s rights?
5. Are there any authority or agency that audits your initiatives related to children with respect to
best interests of child?
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6. What kinds of activities are performed about ombudsman for children? Do you have any
relations with Turkey ombudsman for children?
7. Are there any children-young people-adults that apply to you about breach of children’s rights?

1. What kinds of specific and general activities does your municipality have regarding children for
whom it is obliged?
İbrahim’s Municipalities:
A: Stated that they established Center for Family, Supporting Women and the Handicapped and
continue the project called Children are Safe. He stated that this project aims to raise awareness
about child protection through trainings to be provided to all officials across the district including all
public officials working with children and families and boost skills of appropriate intervention of
public officials under the law.
B: This settlement has a population of immigrants both from west and east. He stated that while
there was no library at this settlement earlier, now there are lots of libraries, a center was founded
for talented children and trainings are provided, community based activities are institutionalized
with seminars, activities at Women and Family Culture Art Center.
Muhammed’s Municipalities:
A: Stated that they made an opening of Children’s Street, they closed a street and transformed it
into a game area, game coaches and education specialists are assigned there.
B: stated that there are activities like information houses, summer sports schools, Istanbul tours,
scouting training which would ensure development of children on educational, art, sports fields.
Özlem’s Municipalities:
A: stated that they founded the leaders club, a first in Turkey.
B: Stated that they made a structure under Child University, and two municipalities carry out
activities for development of children on educational-artistic-sports aspects.
Handan’ın Municipalities:
A: stated that they have activities like interactive children’s library, children’s study center,
preventive mental health center, mouth-dental health policlinic, children’s art center.
B: stated that they organized a two-week symposium on child abuse with Directorates of Education,
they have a handicapped coordination center, legal counselors and sociologists provide free
consultancy services there, there is a training room at mouth & dental health center and children
are informed about nutrition habits and dental care on the basis of their age groups.
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2. Do municipalities have possibilities of specific initiative and implementation in this field?
İbrahim
A: stated that they work in cooperation with universities, ministries, municipalities and all other
relevant agencies.
B: deems all activities he listed for first question are answers to these questions. In addition to this,
he stated that they organize councils with child participation; they render presentations of children
at such councils into booklets.
Muhammed
A: They take answers they gave to the first question as answer to his question.
B: No answer
Özlem
A: He stated that there is no legal obstacle, they can get allocations from the state, and both
domestic and international sources will be mobilized for anything that is in bests interests of
children.
B: stated that activities they perform arise from superiority and opportunities of implementation.
Handan
A: stated that even though municipalities operate with their own initiatives, they perform public
service and there is a requirement of acting in conformity with laws and limits, there are agencies
from which permission must be obtained while entering some private areas.
B: stated that there are local governments and regulations, when an activity is to be made, there
are lots of factors.

3. In your opinion, what are supports and obstacles at activities that should be realized, r ealized
and not realized about child and his rights?
İbrahim
A: stated that in case of immigration, Acts of God, conflict situations, education, health,
psychological, social matters crisis response methods, should be rendered more qualified.
B: stated that in case of human rights violations, significant problems are faced while seeking legal
remedies, benefiting from judicial system.
Muhammed
A: stated that there are factors like lack of awareness in families, increase of urbanization, lack of
equal opportunities for education, child employment.
B: stated that children’s rights should be revised with a new regulation.
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Özlem
A: emphasized that there is lack of member of professions establishing necessary, healthy relations
with child and school, education policy is not intended towards children, lack of members of
profession that direct children’s development at the state agency obliged to protect children,
failure to support, few numbers of school psychological counselors at schools, location problems
for activities to be realized in school operation, furthermore, instructors should also be caused to
gain awareness for children’s rights.
B: stated that there are laws but such laws may not be enforced in sufficient efficiency, deterrent
methods should be developed, the legislation is not suitable for curing such problems.
Handan
A: stated that family and child centered policies could not be produced, activities of local
governments on the subject are not efficient enough, importance of joint work by public agencies
and organizations and NGO’s.
B: stated that there are bureaucratic obstacles, agencies should be integrated, there are hesitations
at official authorities, and being a small place in area as a settlement they cannot find any agency
that would realize their operations, computer software of the Ministry of Family and Social Policies
called SOYBIS which provides information about economic status of families should be opened to
municipalities, therefore they can reach more people without errors.

4. What are your purposes and targets about adoption of children’s rights?
İbrahim
A: stated that they adopted 4M Rule as a principle. Protecting Confidentiality and Innocence of
Child, Preventing Deprivation
B: deems answers to previous questions as answer to his question.
Muhammed
A: stated that it is raising an informed, ethical generation with targets.
B: said it is gaining awareness to citizens about what constitutes children’s rights.
Özlem
A: stated that improving social municipal work, they distribute children’s rights convention in small
booklets, activities like that should not be at halls behind closed doors, but held at places accessible
to people, there must be a bank related to child negligence and abuse, an information net should
be created, early response methods related to child neglect and abuse should be developed, there
should be social offices for law literacy.
B: stated that various bills may be submitted, different researches about abused children may be
conducted.
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Handan A and B: contributing to physical, mental, spiritual development of children, providing
opportunities for raising people who have free will and capable of standing on their own feet.

5. Are there any authority or agency that audits your initiatives related to children with respect to
best interests of child?
İbrahim
A: stated that they hold regular platform meetings on a monthly basis under presidency of district
sub-governor in participation of public officials who serve at the district.
B: stated that they work in coordination with police department against danger of children’s being
forced for committing crimes.
Muhammed
A: stated that they perform educational works together with universities, activities about education
are under supervision of a director from Ministry of National Education, but this supervision is not
thorough.
B: stated, saying unfortunately, that there is no supervisory agency.
Özlem
A municipality: they carry out activities together with relevant ministries and directorates general
B municipality: there is not, units that perform such operations also perform this job, further this is
not supervised either.
Handan’s
A municipality: Municipalities are audited as internal and external audit, council is assigned for
internal audit and services provided by municipalities must pas s through council resolutions.
B municipality: they correspond with agencies; they inform relevant units of the state

6. What kinds of activities are performed about ombudsman for children? Do you have any
relations with Turkey ombudsman for children?
İbrahim
A: stated that they did not have any relations so far, activities of the agency are followed by
municipality.
B: stated that child councils they organize deliberate on subjects of children gaining moral courage
and ability to express themselves, they work jointly with sub-governor’s office, district national
education directorate.
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Muhammed A and B: stated they do not have any relation.
Özlem
A: considering best interests of children, the support foundation of various centers, they open
advice centers, they work with non-governmental organizations.
B: stated that he does not know, other co-workers should be asked. He added that they cooperate
with District National Education Directorate and District Police Department.
Handan
A: Stated that he does not have any opinion.
B: stated that they plan to found a legal dispute center like handicapped coordination center which
is not specific to children but also contains it, faculty members will be assigned there, consultancy
service provided at no charge on appointment basis, their intention is show methods to people like
they go to an attorney and receive paid consultancy service.

7. Are there any children-young people-adults that apply to you about breach of children’s rights?
İbrahim
A: stated that there are applications for the purpose of psychological and social support and such
individuals are referred to relevant agencies.
B: stated that when child abuse or other problems are found, they inform relevant agencies of the
state.
Muhammed
A: stated that there are family advice centers, people with domestic problems apply and get
psychological support from there.
B: stated that there is no such application.
Özlem
A: stated that students experiencing economic, cultural, social problems at schools are informed to
the municipality.
B: stated that there is no such application to the municipality.
Handan
A: stated that municipalities do not have legal support opportunities, in the meaning of social
welfare they would help in their capacity and make referrals to relevant places.
B: stated that local governments do not have such authorities, in this sense there is also no audit
mechanism; with support arising from being an official agency, they talk with agencies.
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APPENDIX 8 – THE PİCTURES FROM THE CHILD PARTICIPATION IN THE EYES OF CHILD PROVIDERS’
WORKING GROUP
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